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ABSTRACT
The applicative or functional language., SASL is 
investigated from the point of view of an implementation.' 
The aim is to determine and experiment with a run-time 
environment (SASL parallel machine) which incorporates
parallelism so that constituent parts of a program (its 
sub-expressions) can be processed concurrently. .
The introduction of parallelism is characterised by two 
fundamental issues. The type of programs, referred to as 
parallel and the so called strategy of parallelism, employed 
by the parallel machine. The former concerns deriving a 
graph from the -program text indicating the order in which 
things must be done and the notion of "worthwhile” 
parallelism. In order to obtain a parallel program the 
original (sequential)' program is transformed and/or 
modified. Certain programs are found to be essentially 
sequential. Parallelism is expressed as call-by-parallel 
parameter passing mechanism and by a parallel conditional 
operator, suggesting speculative parallelism.
The issue of v the strategy of-parallelism concerns the 
scheme under which a regime of SASL processors combine their 
effort in processing a parallel program. The objective being 
to shorten the length of computation carried out by the 
sequential machine on the initial program.
The class of parallel programs seems to be non-trivial 
and it includes both non-numerical and numerical programs. 
The "speed-up" by appealing to parallelism for such programs
is found to be substantial.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
The essence of program notations referred to as 
applicative or functional [1] lies in the fact that they 
possess the familiar properties of the notation of 
mathematics void of imperative notions. This is the point of 
difference with conventional program notations referred to 
as imperative, examples of which are the languages FORTRAN, 
ALGOL, PASCAL etc, where the basic programming notions are 
sequencing and store manipulation.
The meaning of a program in an imperative language is 
the behaviour (history of states) traced by the underlying 
mechanism executing the program (given its data). Certain 
states involve performing input or output. Thus computation 
is expressed in terms of state changes. Each constituent 
part of the program has to. wait for the appropriate state of 
the machine to be arrived at before it makes its
contribution.
The execution of a part may cause a "side-effect” on the 
execution of another. The presence of side-effects causes 
the underlying mechanism to be sequential, performing one 
thing at a time.
On the contrary the meaning of an applicative program is
an object in the universe of discourse of the language. The
object is referred to as the value of the program. At thi,S 
. /level of programming the behaviour of the underlying
mechanism evaluating the program is not addressed by the
program.
The computation that an applicative program entails is a 
transformational process [2] of the program (data is part of 
the program in applicative languages) through a sequence of 
intermediate representations of its value to a final 
representation, providing the sequence converges. This is a 
canonical representation of the value the program denotes. 
The value is sometimes referred to as its Normal Form L3J? 
Obtaining this representation achieves termination of the 
computation since no further transformation is possible.
Computation as a transformation process suggests that 
there is an invariance relation between the states the 
evaluation mechanism traces, namely that the meaning of the 
program is preserved at all times. What actually changes 
between states (otherwise the machine would be of no use) is 
the representation of the programs's value. Each 
transformation results in more detail about the canonical 
representation being computed. Note we refer to evaluation 
of an applicative program and to execution of an imperative 
program for obvious reasons. An imperative program's result 
is obtained as a side-effect during its execution.
The contribution of a constituent part of a program is 
also a value which results after it has been transformed 
(simplified) to the canonical representation of this value. 
Thus the evaluation of this part has no "effect" on the
«t,ri'.. >•: 
■' ■ a;-' A~-; - -
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evaluation of another part. Its purpose is to communicate
this value.
We observe the evaluations a program entails. are 
partially ordered with respect to the data dependencies 
between them. An evaluation is data dependent on another 
when the latter is a sub-evaluation of the former. This can 
be determined from the program text, represented as a graph, 
as will be shown in chapter five.
The standard evaluation mechanisms of applicative 
languages flatten this partial order to a total order bound 
by the uni-processor implementation environment. The 
objective of the present study is the construction of an 
evaluation mechanism which exploits the "inherent” 
parallelism of programs, suggested by the partial order and 
the type of parallelism possessed by various programs.
The investigation is based on the applicative language 
SASL [4]» The work is organised into chapters as follows.
Chapter two consists of three sections. The first 
introduces the basic features of SASL, the second describes 
its computational process and the mathematical properties it 
possesses and the third introduces. the notion of parallel 
operators and a call-by-parallel parameter passing 
mechanism. Annotations in the program text are used to 
specify parallel primitive operators and a system function 
STRICT encapsulates the parallel parameter passing 
mechanism. Both parallel primitive operators and the (meta-)
'■■• ’> i ' ‘ ' ” ' * * ’ - ■ ■’ t i •“ • • ' ^-'z ■ '■■*'‘ / c I • * ' '
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function STRICT can be thought of as "hints” to the 
evaluation mechanism, specifying possible parallel
behaviour.
In chapter three the parallel implementation of SASL 
developed in S-ALGOL [5] is described. This is based on an 
earlier implementation of SASL [6]. The evaluator of this 
SASL system was unsuitable for our purpose so a new parallel 
evaluation mechanism was constructed and interfaced to the 
rest of the SASL system. This gave us a complete SASL system 
to develope and experiment with parallel programs. The 
level of parallelism concerns the concurrent progress of 
evaluators each carrying out part of the computation a 
program entails.
Cha.pter four describes the model of parallelism where 
the evaluation mechanism employs different strategies for 
parallelism. A strategy of spawning, as it is referred to, 
determines when an assistant evaluator is to be assigned a 
task. Initially there is a single task and one evaluator. 
The presence of parallel operators in the program text, 
translated by the compiler into parallel instructions 
generate a tree of tasks, which represents the partial order 
mentioned previously.
A strategy causes either the realisation of the partial 
order by employing an evaluator on each branch of the tree 
or its conversion to a total order where a single evaluator 
traverses the tree simulating the parallel evaluation of
-Z • ,
tasks. No bound on the number of evaluators is assumed.
The effect of 
evaluation steps [7] 
the performance of 
different strategies 
parallel evaluation 
form in the appendix.
parallelism is measured in terms of the 
a program entails. This characterises 
programs so that comparison between
can be made. The results of the 
of programs are presented in graphical
In chapter five the idea of parallelisation of programs 
Is put forward wherebye a SA8L program written initially 
without consideration of the evaluation mechanism is 
transformed into a parallel program. Work has been done by 
Darlington and Burstall [8J on automatic and semi-automatic 
transformations. None of that is implemented here. 
Transformations to suitable forms is by hand directed by 
program graphs (see next paragraph). A parallel program as 
opposed to a sequential program is one whose evaluation 
splits into a number of sub-evaluations, each of which may 
decompose further. Programs structured in this way result
from adopting a programming style known as Divide-and-*
Conquer [9].
In order to identify the sub-evaluations which can be 
carried out in parallel a program text is represented as a 
directed graph. The nodes of the graph correspond to 
operators in the language which construct composite parts 
(expressions). The arcs of the graph show the data 
dependencies between evaluations of parts.. Arcs out of a
node which do not converge onto a common node characterise 
the corresponding operator as parallel. This implies its 
operands may he computed in parallel.
A number of graph manipulation, list processing, 
numerical and Symbol manipulation parallel programs have 
been developed. The parallelism of these programs is 
investigated by submitting them to the evaluation mechanism 
under different strategies of spawning.
Chapter six contains the results of testing the example 
programs developed in chapter five on the parallel evaluator 
described in chapter three, under different strategies as 
described in chapter four.
Conclusions are presented in chapter seven.
7CHAPTER TWO
The language CASH, its computational process and
its extension by parallel constructs
In this chapter we present the basic features of the 
applicative/functional language SAHA (more, details of which 
can be found in [4]), the computational process it entails 
and its extension with constructs which express a certain 
notion of parallelism. The name SASL stands for "St.Andrews 
Static Language". "Static" refers to the fact that SASL 
contains no commands and a data structure once created 
cannot be altered. "Applicative" or "functional" indicates 
the programming style of the language where algorithms are 
specified in terms of functions applied to arguments as the 
only "control" construct available to the programmer.
A SASL program is an expression which has for its value 
an object. The outcome of the program is to print a 
representation of the object, unlike the programs in 
imperative languages like FORTRAN, ALLUL etc. where a 
program specifies what behaviour step-by-step the machine is 
to perform, each construct in the program addresses the 
"state" of the machine.
In SASL algorithms are specified at an abstraction level 
over the state of the machine which executes the program. In 
fact all the states the machine traces in executing 
(evaluating) a program from the initial one to the final one 
are equivalent from the point of view that each preserves
-1----------:----- ------- -—-—•5'.: 7 i $
8the meaning (value) of the program. Thus the state of the 
machine is not addressed in the program. The programmer 
computes with objects rather than with states. Note that 
although all machine states preserve the meaning of the 
program (and data) they are actually different states since 
each new state must be associated with computing some detail 
about the program's value not present in the previous state, 
otherwise the machine would be of no use.
Objects
The data items SASL expressions describe are called 
objects. Every expression has an object as its value. No 
significance is attached to expressions other than as a 
means to talk about objects. Any sub-expression expression 
can be replaced by any other which has the same value 
without affecting the value of a larger expression of which 
is is a part. This is a property of expressions called 
Referential Transparency [10].
• The universe of discource of SASh has six types of 
object
1. Numbers - these are the integers such as -5, 0, 99
etc.
2. Truth-values - there are two such objects true and
false. .
Characters - %a represents the character a, %% 
represents the character % etc.
——
94. lists - a list is an ordered collection of objects
called its components. For example
1, 2, 1 and 99,
are lists of length 5 and 1 respectively. Note that
repetition of components is allowed. A list may have an 
infinite number of components. For example the list of all 
integers is a well defined SAS1 object. The empty list is 
represented by the constant ().
5- Functions - a function is a rule which associates to 
a SAS1 object (the input of the function) a unique SASL 
object (its output).
6. Undefined - there is a unique object undefined which 
is the value of expressions such as ^a+1 and of 
expressions which entail non-terminating computations, bote 
here we differentiate between a non-terminating computation 
and a computation whose result is an infinite list. An 
infinite list is a perfectly well defined object but only a 
finite number of its components can be printed in finite 
time.
The language obeys the rule that all six types of 
object have the same ’’civil rights” :-
any object can be named
any object can be a component of a list 
any object can be the input of a function 
any object can be the output of a function
____ 1 - 1 .
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the above rule characterises the language as being 
semantically complete [11].
Expressions
Expressions are either atomic (they have no syntactic 
structure for example a constant or a name) or they are 
composite (constructed out of sub-expressions. The usual 
arithmetic, logical and relational operators construct one 
sort of composite expressions.
Juxtaposition, of two expressions, for example
A B
denotes the application of a function to its argument (the 
input of the function). It also denotes selection from a 
list. For example
(1, 99, 4) 2
selects 99, the second component of the list.
list expressions are constructed with the operator :, 
for example
x : list
constructs a new list by prefixing to list the component x.
_____ _ f
1 1
Commas are shorthand for list expressions. Por example
1 , 2, J and 1 : 2:5: ()
are equivalent. Concatenation of two lists is denoted by 
the operator ++. Por example
(1,2) ++ (3,)
gives the list 1, 2, 3
Another form of composite expression is the conditional 
expression constructed with the operator ->. Por example
A -> B ; C
denotes the value of B or C respectively depending on 
whether the value of A is true or false, otherwise it 
denotes the object undefined.
An expression may include definitions of names that 
appear in it using the where construct followed by clauses. 
Each clause defines a name. Por example
a + b
where
a = 1
b = 2
evaluates to 3*
12
Nested' definitions are allowed, for example
a + b
where
a = 1
b = 2 + c
where
c = 3
evaluates to 6. Multiple definitions are also possible, for 
example
a, b, c — 1, 2, 3
is equivalent to
a = 1
b = 2
c = 3
Definitions in general are of the form LES = REE where 
LHS is a construction of arbitrary complexity built from 
names and constants using commas, brackets and the operator
The RES varies over expressions, for example
x : y = 1,2, 3, 1+3
is equivalent to
x = 1
y = 2, 3, 1+3
the name y denotes the list 2, 3, 4-
15
In the case of function definition, LiiS consists of the 
name of the function being defined followed by one or more 
formal parameters. As a formal parameter we can have a 
name, a constant or a construction of arbitrary complexity- 
enclosed in brackets, as in multiple definitions, names in 
formal parameters denote arbitrary input objects and they 
are local to the clause. For example the clause
sum (x, y) = x+y
defines the function which computes the sum of two 
integers, passed to it as the components of a 2-list. 
Another way of defining the same function is
sum x y = x+y
where we use the fact that a function (denoted by sum x) 
can return as its value another function (that which adds x 
to its parameter). Note that the (more general) function 
sum can be partially parameterised [12 J to yield the (less 
general, specialised) functions incr and deer
incr = sum 1
deer = sum (-1)
so that the expressions incr 1 and deer 1 evaluate 
and 0 respectively.
to 2
'>•
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Functions can be defined by more than one clause each 
clause covering a case of the parameters, for example the
clauses
LENGTH ()=0
LENGTH (a:x) = 1 + LENGTH x
define the function which computes the length of its input 
list. The first clause applies to the case where the input 
is the empty list. In the second clause the input is a list 
where the name a denotes the first component of the list 
and x denotes the list of the rest of the components. 
Clauses are ordered by the order they are written. Thus in 
the example below
factorial 0 = 1
factorial n = n * factorial (n-1 )
the function factorial expects its actual parameter to be 
the object zero or an arbitrary object, in that order. 
Definitions of names as well as definitions of functions 
can be circular too, for example
ones = 1 : ones
defines the infinite list 1: 1: 1 : ... Definitions can 
also be mutually recursive, as in the following program
■ w-iv l. • • v".
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listl
where
listl = 1 : list2 .
Iist2 = 2 : listl
the above program denotes the infinite list 1: 2: 1: 2...
The syntax of the language obeys the rule that any 
expression can be a sub-expression of a composite 
expression. Wrapping up an expression in brackets does not 
have any effect on its value, it merely affects the syntax.
Computational process
The use of = in definitions of the form LHS = EHS has 
two important consequences
(a) It allows an equational proof theory J.13J to be 
built where f act's.we wish to prove about programs are 
stated as equations (clauses) in the same language as the 
programs are written in. The clauses are used as axioms to 
derive a fact which holds for a program.
(b) It characterises the mechanism of computation the 
language entails based on the notion of substitution where 
every instance of the form 1HS in an expression is replaced 
by the RHS providing the scope of names is taken into 
account in the obvious way. The substitution operation 
plus those operations such as +, * etc. determine how a 
computation gets done. We shall discover that this 
mechanism is flexible enough to allow the Introduction of
—
-X‘
'ii
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parallelism where the operations along the computation path 
overlap in time by splitting the computation path into 
parallel sub-paths. Consider the program for the factorial 
function, using each clause of the definition of function 
factorial as a substitution rule and arithmetic rules as
simplification rules the computation path the program 
entails is shown in figure 2.1
factorial 5
5 * factorial '2
5 * 2 * factorial 1
5*2*1 * factorial 0
5*2*1 * 1
6
figure 2.1 - a computation path
note each substitution produces a refinement 
(simplification) of the representation of the object 6. We 
refer to the above process as being carried out by an 
’’evaluator” for the language.
i- -..
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The evaluator comes up against the problem of which 
substitution to perform whenever there is a choice, as in 
the following program
g (factorial (-1)) 
where
g x = 1
if the inner substitution is always preferred the path 
diverges as shown in figure 2.2
g (factorial (“1))
g (“1 * factorial (-2))
g (-1 * -2 * factorial (--5))
figure 2.2 ~ inner substitutions, divergent path
if the outer substitution is performed the path converges 
to 1 in one step, figure 2.5
g( factorial(-1 ) )
• 1 '
figure 2.5 - outer substitution, convergent path
Another problem with substitutions is the possibility 
of different paths converging to different results. both
; l' , ’ ;'
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of the above problems are answered in the context of.formal 
systems such''as the Lambda Calculus [5] and SRS L14J• The
Lambda Calculus is the basis of SASL and other applicative 
languages [15,16,17]• It is a formal system where concepts 
such as variable binding and variable abstraction can ' be 
studied but it is not a programming language because it 
lacks a definite universe of discourse. The entities
referred to as functions in the .Lambda Calculus have
general character since they do not express a relation
between some definite objects. The introduction into the
Lambda Calculus of objects with their associated
operations, like those supported >by SASL, plus ’’syntactic 
sugar” gives a programming language, namely SASL. 
Mathematical results which hold in the Lambda Calculus by 
implication are assumed to hold for SASL too, although 
strictly speaking it must be proved they also hold for 
objects and operations introduced into the Lambda Calculus. 
Computation in the Lambda Calculus is carried out in terms 
of transforming an expression to another by applying 
certain rules, called reduction rules. These are concerned 
with renaming names occuring in an expression,, 
simplification ... of certain expressions and substitution of 
an expression for the occurrences of a name in an 
expression. An expression which cannot be transformed any 
further by application of the reduction rules is said to be 
in Normal * Form. Computation with an expression is a 
sequence of reduction rules applied to the expression. A 
finite sequence, producing a Normal Norm of the expression,
’.*<2 , '.vy.'ts.i? ■■
represents a terminating computation.
The central result in lambda Calculus is the Church- 
Rosser theorem L18] which states that for expresssiohs A, 
B, C if A reduces to B and A reduces to C then there exists 
an expression D to which both expressions B and C reduce. 
This is diagramat ical'ly represented by completing the 
diamond where the arrow represents the application of a 
reduction rule, figure 2.4
*Q°
figure 2.4
a corollary of the Church-Rosser theorem guarantees 
uniqueness of Normal Borins. If two different computation 
paths which an expression gives rise to terminate, they do 
so with the same Normal Form. The Church-Rosser theorem
secures independence from the order in which evaluations 
are carried out, except in the cases where the (meta-) 
algorithm driving the evaluator imposes a particular order 
so as to ensure that a non-terminaning path is not chosen 
at the expense of a terminating path.
An algorithm known as Normal Order Reduction which 
always performs the outermost leftmost reductions first is 
proved to achieve termination providing there is a Normal 
Form for the expression L 5 3« This is reflected in BABu by
<4^
-.?’
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adopting a parameter passing mechanism referred to as 
call-by-need [19] where actual parameter’ expressions are 
passed unevaluated (no substitutions done on them) to the 
function. Thus the clause
f x = 1
defines a proper object (a function) even in the. case where 
x denotes the object undefined.
Prom the point of view of the proof theory this’- is 
necessary in order to use
= as it is used in mathematics. Formally this is stated 
as the equality being fully substitutive [19]* •
Consider the following program
factorial 4
where
factorial n = fsplit 1 n
fsplit i i = i
fsplit i j = split i mid *
fsplit (mid+1) j 
where
mid = (i+j)/2
at each occurence of the operator * we can split the 
computation path into parallel paths, see figure 2.9 •
.. ,
1^.
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factorial 4
fsplit. 1 2 * fsplit 3 4
fsplit 1 1 * fsplit 2,2 fsplit 3 3* fsplit 4 4
12 3 4
2 12
24
figure 2.5 - splitting a computation path
thus the Church-Rosser theorem gives rise to the 
possibility ,of several- evaluators working simultaneously, 
each pursuing a sub-path of the computation a program 
entails. This brings us to the subject of this thesis which 
is to divise and experiment with such a mechanism.
Parallel operators and...Call-by-parallel
In the previous section the possibility of parallelism 
was noted where a computation path, splits (see figure 2.3) 
when an operator expression of the form A*B is evaluated. 
In order to identify the expressions that can be evaluated 
in parallel a program is represented as a directed graph. A 
node with arcs to other nodes identifies a composite 
expression constructed by some operator, its arcs point to 
nodes which identify the operands of the operator. The 
Clauses (definitions) are used to unfold [8]“ the graph. The 
graph shows the structure of a program in terms of the data
• ....... ... '* • * J..
—
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dependencies between evaluations that it entails, An 
evaluation is data dependent on another when the former 
requires the result (value) of the latter. Data 
dependencies impose an order in which the associated 
evaluations must be carried out. Representing a program as 
a graph we see that evaluations are partially ordered with 
respect to the data dependencies which arise between them 
hence certain evaluations can be carried out in parallel. 
Consider the program graph, shown in figure 2.b, of the 
following program
rec 0 = 1
rec n = x + square x
where
x = rec (n~1) 
square a = a * a
rec n
tiZx square x
z\
XX
v. /Arec (n~1)
figure 2.6 ~ program graph of the function '’rec”
25
in the graph, shown in figure 2.6, vq see that both 
operands of the operator + depend on the evaluation of the 
sub-expression
rec (n-1)
and so they cannot be usefully evaluated in parallel. The 
same is true of the operands of *. Thus the values of the 
function rec for n, n-1, ... must be evaluated
sequentially. Consider also the graph, shown in figure 
2.7, of the function “or” (used in Example 5, chapter 
five), defined as
or m n = m=() -•> n
m ’
or m n
figure 2.7 - program graph of function ’’or”
the condition, m=(), and the left alternative, n, operands 
of the conditional operator ->, can be evaluated in 
parallel whereas the right alternative, m, is data 
dependent on the condition and hence must be evaluated 
aftei’ the condition has been evaluated. The operands of 
the relational operator = can be evaluated in parallel but 
the operand () entails a rather trivial evaluation 
offering, no opportunity for useful parallelism.- .
Analysis of a program in this^ way, to’.discover the data 
dependencies and the informal analysis of what expressions 
are ’’worth” evaluating in parallel characterises the 
instances of operators which are to-be interpreted as being 
parallel. The conditional operator is said to be strict in 
its first operand and non-strict in the second and third. 
Other non-s trict operators are &# :and i# ;(logical .and, 
or respectively) which have their operands evaluated in 
parallel. In the. case of evaluating an expression,,., of the 
form A&#B termination, of one of A or B with the result
false' causes >the evaluation of the other to .‘become 
irrelevant [20] (even if ;, its value is undefined) Thus non­
strict operators involve initiating an evaluation in 
anticipation that its value; might be, needed. : . • ;
Parallelism can also be manifested as parallel 
evaluation ofthe arguments of (a function. For example 
expressions of the form
. SUM matrix! matrix2 k
met in a program for matrix multiplication (Example 8, 
chapter five) where matrixl and matrix2 are sub-expressions 
which may be evaluated strictly before the. whole expression 
is evaluated. In order to secure this form of parallelism, 
a call-by-value parameter passing mechanism, ’refered to as 
call-by-parallel must be adopted in this case. For this
* f is said to be strict when f undefined = undefined holds.
25
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purpose a system function, STRICT is implemented which, 
effects call-by-parallel. It is described as follows
STRICT f x y = Evaluate strictly x and y and then 
Evaluate the expression f x y
now the above expression becomes '
STRICT SUM matrixl matrix^ k
where matrixl and matrix2 are evaluated in parallel. Rote k 
is not "taken in” by the function STRICT. In fact the 
function STRICT can. be defined in terms of the parallel 
operator &# as follows
STRICT f x y = x=x .&# y=y -> f x y 
’dummy”
where the expression x=x evaluates always to true and 
forces strict evaluation of x.
!In general the pattern of the parameters which are 
taken will vary, for example suppose that in the following 
expression
P x1 x2 x5 x4
only x1 and x2 need be evaluated (strictly) in parallel. A 
function GS1 can be defined in terms of STRICT
GS1 P x1 x2 x5 x4 = STRICT aux x1 x5
where
aux a b = P a x2 b x4
Call-by-need is being retained, in all other cases of 
function application where parallelism is not required. 
’’Lazy evaluation” is another name for the call-by-need 
mechanism, mentioned previously, concerning parameters of 
functions and list constructors [21,22j. v
We use STRICT in a number of similar cases where
operands of functions or infix operators : and ++ need to 
be called by value. Consider for example the function
FOR abf=a>b-> ()
. f a : FOR (a+1) b f
whose result is a list. Parallelism can be effected by 
replacing : by a function cons and forcing simultaneous 
call-by-value on its parameters •
FOR abf=a>b->() .
STRICT cons
. (f a) •
(FOR (a+1) b f)
the graph of FOR is shown in figure 2.8 .
FOR a b f
Icons
f a FOR (a+1) b f
figure 2.8 -program graph of function FOR
27 '
however one of the parallel computations accomplishes
little.
In order to balance the evaluations of the list's 
components POR is modified as follows
SPL1TPOR abf=a=b->fa,
STRICT
APPPRD
(SPl/ITPOR a mid f) 
(SPl/ITPOR (mid-t-1 ) b f)
• where
mid = (a+b)/2
and its graph is shown in figure 2.9
figure 2.9 - program graph of function SPl/ITPOR
note the need for an APPPRD function in order to flatten
back the result to a linear list.
The last two cases of parallelism suggest that in order 
to extract parallelism lazy evaluation has to be forced to 
do some work. Replacing call-by-need by call-by-value 
cannot be introduced safely without risking non-termination 
[23 J. The approach to effecting parallelism adopted here is 
based on the parallel call-by-parallel scheme and on using
—’------------------ -—"77
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annotation symbols which mark strict (infix) 
being parallel,' the parallel + operator, for 
written as +# which, the compiler takes 
produces a parallel PIUS instruction for the
mechanism.
—. '■ -
operators as 
example, is 
note of and
evaluation
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CHAPTER THREE
Implementation,.
In chapter two we saw that the computational process 
SASL entails is based on the notion of substitution. This 
process is Implemented on an abstract machine. ’’Abstract” 
refers to the fact that the machine's behaviour is simulated 
in software. An implementation of a substitution machine in 
hardware is reported in [24]. Substitution machines are of 
two basic types, characterised by the way they support the 
notion of substitution. ■ * .
The first type consists of the Reduction machines, where 
substitutions ' are performed literally on the machine 
representation of a program. Each substitution results in 
modifying part of the representation. Termination is reached 
when there are no further substitutions to perform, a 
canonical representation of the object the program denotes 
has been obtained. The machine representation of a program 
is either a graph or a string. In graph reduction parts of 
the graph are shared through pointers. Reducing a shared
part is felt simultaneously by all other parts which have 
pointers to it. In string reduction a substitution may 
produce multiple copies of a part and each has to be reduced 
separately. In graph reduction substitutions are performed 
on the program graph directly? using the clauses 
(definitions) of the program as substitution rules [25] or 
the program is compiled into a fixed set of constants
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called combinators. This incorporates a process of 
removing all the variables which appear in the program 
based on a technique borrowed from Logic [26,45J. The 
operation of substitution on combinatory code is much 
simpler than that on program graphs where attention must be 
paid to conflicts of names.
The second type consists of the Interpreters or fixed 
program machines, where substitutions are simulated 
[27,28,29]. The machine representation of a program remains 
unmodified throughout the computation but the data mutates. 
The source text of the program is compiled into a code tree 
where each node of the tree represents an instruction of 
the machine. This is interpreted by the machine causing it 
to modify its state.
The present investigation is based on fixed program 
machines, known as the SECD machines'[28]. The state of 
such machines consists of a Stack, an Environment, a 
Control ands a Dump component. SECD machines represent the
original attempts to 
languages, influenced 
languages.
implement applicative/functional 
by the machines of algol-like
We shall describe an implementation of SASn based on 
the SECD type machines and then we shall modify it, so that 
several machines can combine their effort in carrying out 
the computation a program entails. .
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The .SASL machine
The SASL machine is simulated by a program written in 
S-ALG-Ol. It is based on the original SASL machine [29J 
which supported a weaker version of SASL without infinite 
lists and multiple definitional Clauses with a call-by­
value parameter passing mechanism. These features are 
supported in a later implementation of SASL [bJ. This 
latter implementation consists of three parts, a monitor 
which handles interaction with the user, a compiler which 
translates a program, the user submits to the system, into 
a code tree and an evaluator which evaluates the code tree
by recursively evaluating its sub-trees. The evaluator 
does not suit our purposes, for it simulates the SASL
machine at a higher level not allowing us to examine its
progress step-by-step. Thus we constructed a new evaluator 
and interfaced it to the rest of the SASL system. This has 
enabled us to obtain a full SASL system and experiment with 
a number of non-trivial programs.
Since SAS1 distinguishes between the different data 
types at run-time rather than at compile-time the machine 
has a "tagged” architecture. The memory of the machine 
consists of a number of cells each of which contains two 
data items, a head and a tail. In this implementation"the 
management of the memory is left to S-algo'l. This 
facilitates the implementation effort and makes simulating 
the interaction of machines less painful. The machine's 
other components are a Stack (S) and three special
[appendix II]
++ [appendix II, line 1124]
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registers. A Control (C) register , an Environment (n) 
register and a Dump (D) register.
The Control
C
nwEx-o
figure 3*1.- code tree for the expressions + Y
The C register points to the node of a code tree 
currently being evaluated (or interpreted) by the machine, 
such nodes contain instructions. Their sub-trees denote the 
operands of the instructions. The number of 
operandsdepends on the type of instruction. In figure 3.1 
the code tree for the expressionX+Y is shown.
figure p.2 - pre-order evaluation of X + Y
The C register has also a sub-component IhDhX which 
parameterises the action of the machine for that 
instruction . depending on whether none, one or both of the
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operands to the instruction are accessible on the Stack. 
This is necessary since a code tree is traversed 
(evaluated) in pre-order. The 1EDEX takes the integer 
values 0,1,2. .
The Environment
figure 5«5 - the Environment state component
The E register points to a linked list of name-value 
pairs, figure 5*5- The list is organised as a stack to 
reflect the nesting of environments. Thus the environment 
is a structure which keeps track of the names that are 
currently in scope and their associated values. bested 
definitions result in nested environments.
Initially all names in the Environment are associated 
with suspensions. A suspension is a data structure with 
two data fields. A CODE field and an EEV field. it 
represents a ’’frozen” computation which on demand of its 
value the machine carries out by initialising its C and E 
registers from the suspension. On termination the value 
obtained overwrites the CODE field of the suspension ana
___________ __
the ENV is used as a flag to' indicate to subsequent 
accesses that it has been evaluated. Thus, if frozen code 
is ever evaluated, it is only evaluated once.
The Dump+
34
NEXTC
ENVE LASTD
INDEX
figure 3.4 - the state component Dump
The D register points to linked list of nodes each of 
which is a data structure with three fields, see figure 
3*4. Each node identifies a state of the machine to be 
restored when the evaluation of the code subtree currently 
pointed to by the C register is completed. Since code trees 
are traversed in pre-order the C register pointing to the
node of the tree is saved in the NEXTC field and set to the
node of the left sub-tree from where it can be restored.
The evaluation of some code sub-trees is carried out by 
extending the current environment with local definitions. 
This extension to the current environment has to be undone 
when control (the C register) returns to the father node of
the sub-trees. Thus prior to extending it, the current
environment is stored in the ENVE :field of the data
structure. The third field LASTD is used to organise the
+ [app. II, 1. 1031] .
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list as a stack. Mote the NEXTC field has a sub-field
INDEX which indicates on restoring the state from the Dump 
what action remains to he done for the instruction. Eor 
example it may require checking the type of the value of 
the operand on top of the stack. An empty Dump indicates 
termination of the whole program.
Output
Initially the C register of the machine points to the 
root node of the code tree which the compiler produces from 
the program source. The root node identifies a special 
instruction PRINT with the rest of the code tree as its 
operand. The execution of PRINT causes the machine to save 
a ’’print” state on the Dump and continue with the 
evaluation of the operand of PRINT. Restoring the print 
state from the Dump causes the machine to output to the 
world outside the object referenced by the top" of the 
Stack. Lapp. II, 1. 2601]
A sequence of PRINT/EVALUATE actions can be performed 
with this mechanism which enables the machine to handle the 
case where a list is to be printed,. The machine evaluates 
a component of the list, it prints it and then goes on to 
evaluate the-next component, printing an infinite list Is 
handled in the same way except that the end of the list is
never reached. •
In general a list is computed as follows. Initially 
none of the components of the list are computed. A data
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structure (a suspension, see above) with all the 
information to generate the list is passed around instead. 
The components of the list are evaluated, so that part of 
the list is actually generated, when access to the 
components of the list is required. This occurs when a 
list's component is an operand to a strict instruction (eg.' 
arithmetic) or the whole list is operand to the PRINT 
instruction. This is known as lazy evaluation.
The "unfreezing", of computations is print-driven (ie. 
nothing is evaluated unless it contributes to the 
calculation of an object to be printed).
Instruction set
The operation of the machine on each instruction 
comprises the following five basic actions which manipulate 
the components of the machine [app. II, lines 1040-1094]
I. pushstack (item):
The object denoted by item is pushed onto the Stack. 
In fact a reference to the run-time object is pushed onto 
the Stack.
II. popstack:
The top element of the Stack is popped.
Ill. cont.state (code):
The C register is set to point to the code sub-tree 
denoted by code . The INDEX component of the C register is 
set to 0. This indicates that no operands are available on
27
the Stack for the instruction at the node of the sub-tree.
IV. save.state (ij :
The contents of the C, E and D registers are saved on 
the Dump. The INDEX component of the C register is set to
the value i . This is the value of INDEX when the state is 
restored from the Dump.
V. load.state:
The top node of the Dump, pointed to by the D register, 
is popped and its contents initialise the C, E and D 
registers. This can be thought of as coming back to a 
’'continuation" [30] left behind. The top of the Stack Is 
the value passed to the continuation. If this value is 
suspended then it is evaluated and the result overwrites 
the code field of the suspension. The env field is used as 
a flag to indicate that the suspension has been evaluated.
The component INDEX of the C register is also 
initialised from the corresponding sub-field of the Dump. 
This indicates the number of operands to be expected on the 
Stack, currently accessible.
INDEX is also used to implement step-by-step actions of 
the evaluation mechanism such as parameter binding, clause 
matching (in the TRYS instruction below) and list selection 
(in the APPLY instruction below).
Each following instruction is given by its mnemonic 
followed by the names which denote its operands (sub-
rj.<. ■; !■
•■?>';?■•
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trees). The effect of each instruction on the current state 
of the machine is parameterised by the IhDEX=of the Control 
component of the state and it is described in terms of the 
five basic actions I-V.
_______ i---------------------:______________________ ____ $' - * <
ID name
INDEX = 0:
lookup name in the current E
push its value on the Stack
push an error value if not found
if the top of the Stack is a suspension 
perform the following actions:
save.state (1)
set C to the code field of the suspension 
set E to the env field of the suspension 
cont.state (C)
Otherwise:
load.state
INDEX = 1:
If the Stack top is a suspension
perform the following actions:
save.state (1)
initialise C and E from the suspension 
cont.state (C)
Otherwise:
overwrite name in current E
load.state
. . . .. . . . ; . ..
Otherwise: '•8!
Replace the top element of the Stack
with an error value.
load.state
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BLOCK d, e
named codel name2 code2
figure - a BLOCK code tree
The name d denotes a linked list of names and code 
sub-trees which represent computations of their values, 
see figure. 3 ■ 5 •
extend current B with the definitions from d 
each name is bound to a suspension 
CODE fields initialised with corresponding code 
sub-trees and LEV fields initialised with the
extended current E 
cont.state (e)
42
MAP defs
figure 3«6 - a closure representing the function 
f x = x+y where E defines the free variable y
construct a closure from the code sub-tree 
denoted by defs and current environment (E) 
push it onto the Stack • •
load.state
A closure is the machine’s representation of a function, 
see figure 3*6. The field FORM denotes the parameter of 
the function being defined. It can be a constant, a name or 
a template the actual parameter must match. The field BODY 
denotes the code sub-tree to be evaluated as a result of 
applying the function to an argument. The field EE denotes
the define-time Environment which is the current
Environment E. On applying the function to an argument the 
sub-tree body is evaluated in environment en possibly 
extended with the binding of the formal parameter to the 
actual parameter (argument).
COLOM eg, eg
• SUSPENSIONS
figure 3*7 ~ list cell creation
claim a new list cell (see figure 5*7) 
create a suspension from e1 and current
and initialise the head data field of the cell 
create xa suspension from e2 and current E 
and initialise with it the tail data
field of the cell ' ,
push a reference to the cell onto the Stack 
load.state
CHECKLIST e
INDEX = 0:
save.state (1) 
cont.state (e)
INDEX' = g: .
if top of the Stack is a list perform the following:
load.state
— SiLSteSfe• •
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Otherwise:
pop the top element of the Stack 
push onto the Stack an error value
load.state
HD e
INDEX = 0:
save.state (1) 
cont.state (e)
INDEX =
if the top of the Stack is a list:
pop the top element of the Stack 
push the contents of the head onto the Stack 
•load.state
Otherwise:
pop the top of the Stack and push an error value 
load.state
TE e
Perform the same actions as when
HD to a list except that the tail of 
onto the Stack instead of the head.
applying the operator 
the list is pushed
tiSV-C V £ ';{:■*%) ■- >:»->J '';?-~ ■ :;’■■>■
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APPnY e1 , e2
INDEX = 0:
save.state (1 ) 
cont.state (e)
INDEX = J_:
if the Stack top is a list or a BASIC FUNCTION
save.state (2) 
cont.state (e2)
if the Stack top is a closure:
create a suspension from e2 and E 
push it onto the Stack
hind formal parameter to actual parameter 
(the top element of the Stack.)
Binding may involve a matching process and may fail to 
match formal parameter to actual or it extends the current 
E with the formal parameter and its associated suspended 
value. This is referred to as the call-by-need parameter 
passing mechanism. If the Binding process is successful it 
returns a new Environment otherwise it generates an error 
value which becomes the value of the function application.
-s-; YD/-
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. set E to the result of binding
set C to. the body of the function closure 
cont,state (C) '
INDEX = 2:
if the second from the top of the Stack element 
is a list:
select the ith element of the list, where the top 
of the Stack denotes i and the second from the top 
element denotes the list
■ load.state
The selection process may involve generating the part of 
the list which is suspended in order to reach the ith 
element, see figure 3.8 (a),(b),(c) and (d)
S S’
(a) (b)
figure 3«8
■.i'll? ‘; r; ,.7 tfs
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the ith element is reached when the top of the Stack, used
as list selector i.s the value 1
H h
“A
' .o
(c) (a)
figure 3*8
If the second from the top of the Stack element 
is a BASIC PUhCTIOh: [app. II, 1. 986]
replace the top two elements of the 
Stack with the result of applying 
the function to the object on top
of the Stack.
load.state
Note that BASIC FUNCTION is a predicate which tests the 
type of the object it is being applied to and it returns a 
Truth-value true or false on top of the Stack.
The class of- instructions referred to by the mnemonics 
BldOP and UliQP represent the • following arithmetic, 
relational and logical operators, defined over the 
appropriate type of objects
11*1! "rem”, "I" ” > =11
I! ~ _ tt
These are mapped by the compiler to machine 
instructions PLUS, TIMES, MINUS etc.
BIN OP e1_, e2
INDEX = 0:
save.state (1 ) 
cont.state (e1)
INDEX = _1_:
save.state (2)
■ cont.state (e2)
INDEX = 2:
replace the top two elements of the Stack 
with the result of applying the instruction to 
these elements, the result is an error value 
when the type of the operands are not of 
type expected by the instruction
load.state
ii'••. x -• • i- V ;s" ’/•?'• -■ 5*W'... ... . • ■: . '-?v ■> . 'Vv
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UN OP e
INDEX = 0:
save.state (1 ) 
cont.state (e)
INDEX = J_:
replace the top element of the Stack 
with the result of applying the instruction
to this element
load.state
This completes the instruction set of the machine 
except for the instruction THYS, similar to MAP but the 
closure it constructs represents a function defined by more 
than one clause. The implementation of multiple 
definitional Clauses is rather involved, relying on giving 
different values to the INDEX subcomponent of the Control 
component, each identifying a "state” of the process which 
selects the representation of the function whose formal 
parameter matches the actual parameter the closure is being 
applied to. The effect of the instruction THYS is 
desrcibed in detail in |_6]. Lapp. II, 1. 1626]
Introduction of parallelism
In chapter two we proposed the use of annotation marks
which induce the compiler /to produce parallel instructions.
Executing a parallel instruction, such as PAH-P1US for 
example, has the effect of the current machine switching to
+ [appendix II, line 2086]
. , ■ ,, . -h'.-■; ••.
.... < * '— -------- j.______ -__1- < vf. J
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a WAIT state. The code sub-trees (operands) and current 
Environment of the machine initialise the C and E registers 
of new assistant machines. On termination of its
assistants the machine may resume its computation.
The machine described in the previous section needs to
be modified so that several machines combine their effort 
in executing a program. Each machine now has an additional 
Destination register whose contents identify its father 
machine. A machine is identified as a slot which receives a
result. On termination a machine sends its result to this
slot.
Since new machines are initialised with the same 
Environment, it is possible for them to access a suspension 
simultaneously or a machine to access a.suspension which is 
currently being ’'coerced” to the value it denotes by 
another machine. Simultaneous access to a suspension which 
has been "coerced” (or "unfrozen") to the value it 
represents, poses no problem since all accesses are read­
only. Otherwise simultaneous access or access while the 
suspension is being "coerced" to its value does present a 
problem. In order to prohibit the same evaluation being 
carried out by different machines only the first machine 
must be allowed exclusive access. This saves unnecessary 
work being done. For this reason a suspension now has an 
extra "lock" field which is set by the machine which 
accesses it first and reset when it is overwriten. A 
machine which finds a suspension locked switches to a
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Let us examine how deadlock may arise between, say, two
evaluations A and 33. This can only occur when they are data 
dependent upon’ each other.
A : Requires the value of a sub-expression 
name it X which is itself
data dependent on the sub-expression Y
B : Requires the value of the sub-expression Y
which is data dependent on the sub-expression X
In SASL this arises from certain definitions of the form
X = Y
Y X
for example
- - X -= 1+Y •'
Y = 1-X
which give the equation X = 2-X satisfied by the object
undefined „
Note however the equation X = 1:X admits a solutionthe 
infinite list 1:1:1.... and undefined,is ;not a solution.
Thus deadlock only arises when a SASL program denotes 
the object undefined -
LOCKED state until it is evaluated.
The operation of the machine is extended by the 
following two actions: Lapp. II, lines 2352-2513]
VI. spawn (code, env, slot):
This action is invoked when a machine meets a parallel 
instruction. It causes a new assistant machine to he
initialised hy a code sub-tree denoted by code and by an 
Environment denoted by env. The slot initialises the 
Destination register of the machine. It denotes a place on 
the Stack of its father machine.
VII. kill (machine id):
This action is invoked on two occasions. Firstly, it is 
invoked by a machine which terminates its operation 
normally. Secondly, it is invoked by a father machine which 
no longer requires the result of the computation carried 
out by its child machine. The identity of the child machine 
is denoted by machine_id. We can think of the father 
machine sending a kill signal to its child. The kill signal 
is propagated by the child to all of its children and so
on.
The effect of a parallel’ instruction is described
+
below. The cases for the instructions PAR-UR and PAR-ADD 
are treated as special ones since they are more powerful 
than the corresponding sequential ones.
PAR-BIDOP el, e2
+ [appendix II, line 2133]
■.,X« :«ysc'$. -
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' PAR-BI1WP
spawn(e1, ENV, slotl) 
spawn(e2, BEV, slot2) 
switch to WAIT state
The top two places on the Stack are reserved, as slots to 
receive the results from the evaluation of the operands to 
the parallel instruction. A machine in WAIT state checks 
its Stack for results from its children, it then applies 
the instruction to these results. The machine resumes its 
progress by invoking the load.state action.
PAR-UR e1,
spawn (e1, ENV, slotl) 
spawn (e2, EEV, slot2) 
switch to WAIT state
e2
* . . k ■/ A • f v-
1 • 1 ■ ;?•. " ,, ,«4’ >
WAIT state:
if top or second from the top element 
is the object true:
kill (child)
pop the two top Stack elements 
push onto the Stack the object true
load.state
if one slot is the object false 
and the other is an error value:
push onto the Stack an error value 
load.state
if both slots contain error values:
push onto the Stack an error value 
load.state
if both slots contain the object false
pop the Stack twice
push this object onto the Stack
load.state
Otherwise:
remain in WAIT state
. . ' ' 53,
Similarly for the other parallel instructions PAR-AiW and 
PAR-CONDITIORAb etc. [app. II, 1. 1180]
W/f? .'XmX', V ■„ i-i -<; ;;■ /..•,..:^^A'-^/?."<.-vz..<k. i \
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Error Handling Lapp. II, 1. 2597]
figure 3«9 - the error value "true + 1 ”
The sequential (lazy) evaluator whenever it detects an 
error it terminates its progress and prints it as the value 
of the program. This is represented hy the evaluated (or 
partially evaluated) code sub-tree. The node contains the 
instruction and the branches point to its evaluated operand 
(s), as shown In the example above. Since the control of 
the parallel evaluator is distributed this error value is 
treated as any other value. The corresponding task sends it 
to its father task this to its father and so on until the 
top task is reached which reports a partially evaluated 
code sub-tree (built bottom-up).
. The partially evaluated code tree represents a trace of- 
the computation carried out. The trace can be suppressed 
by having each task just propagating the smallest sub-tree 
(the error value) so that the error value climbs the tree 
of tasks unmodified.
"!
CHAPTER FOUR
A parallelism
The parallel evaluator described in chapter three 
decomposes the evaluation of a program into a tree of 
tasks. The execution of a parallel instruction causes the 
current task to switch to a wait state until the operands 
of the instruction are available. These are to be evaluated 
as newly created tasks. In the implementation a new task 
is created by the primitive action spawn.
figure 4.1 - a tree of tasks
If a snapshot is .taken at the parallel evaluation of a
program the overall state is a composite of “smaller"
states which form a tree, see figure 4•1• A node
identifies a task in a particular state. ACTIVE states
indicate the tasks are being processed , _ 'WAIT states
identify tasks waiting for results of other tasks. .A task 
is in a LOCKED state when it requires the value of a common 
suspension currently being “unfrozen” by another task. it 
remains in LOCKED state until the suspension is overwritten 
with the value it represents. The possibility of
;Sz?, -&.U’
interference of the above kind between tasks where a task 
becomes (dynamically) dependent on the value of another 
task other than the direct father/son dependency suggests
that there is a graph of tasks and not just a tree. The 
broken line in • figure 4*1 indicates that temporary data- 
dependencies arise between tasks, when the dependencies are
resolved the related tasks still continue in existence.
Unbroken lines show the flow of values which are obtained 
with the completion of tasks.
Conflict in the form of simultaneous access to the
value of a suspension is a consequence of the efficient- 
implementation of lazy evaluation in the environments model 
of computation (SECD type implementation). This Is the 
technique by which non-strict functions and infinite lists 
are supported. In the graph reduction model of computation 
conflict would also arise between tasks due to ’’sharing” 
parts of the graph. Evaluating a shared part of the graph 
Is felt simultaneously by all other references to it. On 
the contrary, string reduction gets round this problem by 
duplicating effort on common parts.
figure 4»2 - ACTIVE tasks are associated with 
evaluators a, b, c
■t" . —
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ACTIVE' tasks are' associated with the loci of control of
evaluators which process them, shown by arrows in figure 
4.2. In order to model the behaviour of a multi-processor 
machine we must take into account the following two 
observations.
figure 4*3 - Tasks exceed evaluators
First, as active tasks are being processed they 
generate new tasks. The number of created tasks, for a 
program of modest size, soon overwhelms the number of 
evaluators, see figure'4.3.
Second, the assignment of tasks to evaluators may 
involve considerable communication overheads. The above
observations suggest that active tasks should not 
necessarily receive the attention of evaluators as soon as
they are created. Thus in the. model an assistant
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evaluator to the current evaluator is employed, only after a 
certain amount of ’'time” has elapsed (see below).
<== b
a a -=>
(h) (a)
a ==>
(a)
figure 4*4 - each evaluator simulates 
the parallel evaluation of tasks
a: main evaluator, b: assistant
In the absence of assistant evaluators the locus of
control of the current evaluator traces a bottom first 
leftmost path over the tree of tasks, see figures 4*4 
(a),(b) and (c). Thus each evaluator will attempt to 
simulate the parallel evaluation of tasks it creates. •
When
actually
processed
similarly
assistant 
These may
an assistant evaluator to the current one is
employed it is assigned the last task to be 
by the current evaluator. Further assistants 
are assigned the next to last tasks. Thus
evaluators take load off the current evaluator.
have the benefit of other assistants in the- same
fashion and so on
The effect of a "parallel run" of a program in the 
model is measured by the amount of effort the initial 
evaluator exerts. This is the number of steps it goes 
through to evaluate its input program. A step is equivalent 
to the execution of one instruction, as described in 
chaptei’ three. Thus in the model, the locus of control of
the initial evaluator is associated, with a count of the 
number of instructions it performs. Also a count of the 
number of lock steps which occurred during its progress as 
well as the total number of lock steps is noted for each
run. .
figure 4.^
In the case shown in figure 4.5 where the main' 
evaluator has come back to a task assigned to an assistant 
evaluator which has not completed it yet, it is assumed 
from this moment onwards that the effort of the assistant 
evaluator counts as if . it was exerted by the main 
evaluator. .
When to spawn
It has been mentioned that an assistant evaluator is
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employed after some ’’time” has elapsed. During this time 
several (or no) new tasks may have been created pending 
processing. Time is related to the amount of work the 
evaluator performs. Thus its locus of control is 
associated with a clock which registers its effort. The
clock zis set to a certain threshold which, when it gets
✓ '
exceeded, causes the initiation of an assistant evaluator. 
This occurs every time the threshold is exceeded providing 
there are tasks to be processed. Time has been measured in
y three different ways.
/ z/ ■
/ First, as the number of instructions executed.
Second, as the number of COLOM instructions (list cell 
creations).
Third, as the number of APPLY instructions (function 
applications).
In order to make this quantity ("time”) relative to the 
evaluation of each program experimented with, a threshold 
is computed as a percentage of the total number of 
instructions performed under sequential evaluation where a 
single evaluator is employed.
Note that the delay a threshold imposes is finite so 
that the correct result of parallel operators such as 
(PAR-OR) and "&#" (PAR-AND) is computed. If the evaluation 
of one of the operands diverges then eventually the
threshold which prohibits the spawning of the task for the
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other operand will be exceeded. This would cause the second 
operand task to be processed. If its value is true for OK 
or false for AND then the application of the parallel 
operator will return this value as its result.
Bach program is evaluated in the model under different 
strategies of spawning where a strategy is determined by 
the particular threshold imposed. All strategies are 
bounded by two extremum cases.
The Totally sequential case where only a single 
evaluator is employed. This evaluator simulates the 
parallel evaluation of all tasks. So the partial order of 
tasks represented by the graph in figure 4-4 (a) is 
flattened to a total order.
The Maximally parallel case where a new evaluator is 
employed as soon as a task is created. Between these two 
strategies there is a spectrum of strategies which result 
in imposing an order on tasks otherwise unordered.
A series of experiments is performed for each program 
under different strategies. The outcome of each experiment 
for each program apart from its result provides the 
following information.
The number of steps performed by the initial evaluator, 
as a percentage optimisation over the number of steps under 
totally sequential strategy.
The number of lock steps of the initial evaluator.
■■ *:.n: *!.»!• >"! t'v'.'V'i'.?'!
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These constitute actual delay in the overall evaluation.
The total number of lock steps indicating the amount of 
interference between, evaluators- The performance in each 
experiment is plotted against the corresponding strategy.
Sample points taken at regular intervals during the 
evaluation which show the number .of tasks being processed 
at each sample point. The profile of an evaluation is 
presented as a histogram. The results of experiments 
appear in chapter six.
Simulation
figure 4.6
In the absence of real, concurrency the behaviour of the 
model of parallelism is simulated by a program which 
executes sequentially. Its locus of control (S-AlkrUju' s) 
timeshares over the tasks so that each task is processed 
for a timeslice equivalent to the execution of one 
Instruction.
The interaction between evaluations of tasks is
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modelled at instruction execution level. Modelling at sub­
instruction level would be required to examine storages 
management problems for example. Such a simulation is 
reported in [31]. Figure 4.6 shows how parallelism is 
achieved. All tasks are .-arranged in a ring structure with 
the processor going round the ring giving each task a step 
equivalent to' one instruction. Tasks in wait state just 
examine their 1 Stack slots to see if their assistant tasks 
have produced any results. Tasks in locked states examine 
the field ’’lock” of the suspension. Pending tasks which have 
not ’’fired" yet are ignored.
The action of a task killing its sub-task as <it 
discovers it does not need its result; any longer, is assumed,, 
to occur instantaneously before any other task changes 
state. This is a rather ideal situation since the problem of 
identifying irrelevant tasks and terminating them in order 
to recover the portion of resources allocated to them is not 
a trivial problem [20,32,33]. The main problem is that of> 
"chasing" where if the number of newly generated, tasks, 
sub-tasks of a killed task, which receive the attention of 
processors, grows faster than the rate of killing them then 
this can result in •the machine being taken over by 
irrelevant tasksThis is analogous to the case where a 
garbage collection process runs out of space itself'while 
trying to recover unwanted space in-a sequential machine.
The simulation works at a level above the problems of
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resource allocation that a real multi-processor machine
would have to deal with. Here the main idea is to discover 
the amount of parallelism ’’logically” present which can he 
exploited. The simulation does not answer the problem of 
whether such parallelism can he ’’physically” realised.
Prom the point of view of a parallel architecture the 
ring suggests the arrangement shown in figure 4«7«
□ □ D □ □
processors 
figure 4-7
The machine consists of a pool of processors and a pool of 
tasks. A task has some portion of the total memory engaged. 
The fact that the run time structure is highly interleaved 
suggests that there must he a globally referenced memory 
divided into blocks. As a task is being processed it 
generates more tasks which can he processed by the current 
processor or other processors. The proposals for 
architectures L51,59,40] take up this problem more fully.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Parallel Programs
In this chapter we examine a number of SASH programs 
with the purpose of identifying evaluations that can be 
carried out in parallel. In some cases the original program 
must be transformed or even replaced by a more parallel 
program.
An expression represented as a graph of 
dependencies shows the evaluations that can be carried 
in parallel. Evaluations are ordered by the 
dependencies that arise in their evaluations. A 
dependency indicates that computing the value of 
expression requires that of another expression.
data
out
data
data
an
The complexity of evaluations is important in deciding 
the grain of parallelism (.54j. This is a criterion by which 
we consider, for example, the operation of multiplying two 
matrices as appropriate for organising it in parallel, 
whereas we consider the multiplication of two integers not 
appropriate because the grain of parallelism in this 
instance is too fine. Consider the program for computing 
the exponentiation function
H,________ ' _ s ‘ - 1
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expo x 1 = x
expo x n = x * expo x ( n-1 )
exDO x n
expo ~x (n-1 )
figure 5*1 - program graph of expo
Its graph representation, shown in figure 5»1, 
indicates sub-expressions x and expo (n-1) may be 
evaluated in parallel. The complexity of the evaluations 
though suggests rather unbalanced evaluations. This means 
there is relatively little amount of work to be done in 
parallel.
splitexpo x n
splitexpo x (
figure 5*2 - program graph of splitexpo
A transformation of the program produces a balanced 
split exponentiation function, see figure 5*2, defined as
splitexpo x 1 - x
, splitexpo x n = splitexpo x (n/2) * v ■
splitexpo x (n-(n/2))
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Wow we can interpret the primitive operator * as being 
parallel. For that purpose we introduce an annotation 
symbol ft which directs the compiler to generate a parallel
instruction for the benefit of the evaluator. Parallel
instructions' cause an evaluation path to split into 
parallel paths. .
Examples from graph theory •
figure - a directed graph
Graphs model many real life situations so graph 
manipulating programs are interesting cases to examine. In 
particular we will examine graphs of relationships.
A directed graph G consists of a finite number, of 
vertices and arcs labelled by a direction. We choose to 
name vertices by integers. The directed graph shown in 
figure 5*5 has vertices 1 , 2, 5 and arcs 12, 13,, 22, 2j>. 
Arrows indicate the direction of each arc. We ‘ define a 
function G to represent the graph. ■
G 0 = 5 ii the size of graph in vertices 
G 1 = 2,5 
G 2 = 2,5 
G 5 = 0
The function G is passed as a parameter to graph 
manipulation functions.
Example
To compute the reachability relation of a graph G , by 
following the outgoing arcs from each vertex.
program
Rel G =
FOR 1 (GO) reach 
where
reach i = i, ‘ to",extend () i , nl 
extend sofar i = MEMBER sofar i -> ()
URION arcs succs
where
arcs = G i
succs MAPUNITE (extend (izsofar)) arcs
The standard functions FOR, MAPUNITE,UNION and MEMBER 
are defined by the following Glauses
777^ 7^77"
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POR a B f = a > b -> 0
f a : POR ( a+1 ) B f
MAPUNITE f 0 = 0
MAPUNITE f (a:; x) = UNION (f a) (MAPUNITE f x)
MEMBER () a = false
MEMBER (a:x) a = true
MEMBER (a:x) B = MEMBER x B
UNION () y = y
UNION (a:x) y = MEMBER y a -> UNION y x 
a : UNION x y
Sets are represented By lists. The output of the 
function EOR is a list. This represents the reachability 
relation (can Be thought of as a new graph) for the input 
graph. The components of the list are computed sequentially 
as the list is Being printed.
Parallelism manifests here as parallel evaluation of 
the list’s components. This is effected By defining a 
function SPLITPOR which computes the list as a Balanced 
tree (represented as a list of lists) and then flattens the 
tree into a linear list By the APPEND function.
SPLITPOR a a f = f a,
SPLITPOR a B f = APPEND (SPLITPOR a mid f)
(SPLITPOR (mid+1) B f)
where
mid = (a+B)/2
APPEND h t = h++t
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To transform the function SPEITFOR to a parallel
function we use the function STRICT which simulates 
simultaneous call-by-value on the operands of append, this 
is defined as call-by-parallel. Note there is always a 
choice to be made concerning the grain of parallelism which 
selects a certain function to be transformed into a 
parallel one. This involves apart from the structure of 
the corresponding flow graph knowledge of the complexity of
the function. Whether this is left to the user to decide or 
for the system to cope with automatically is an open 
question. For example the function MEMBER which scans a 
list could also be chosen for parallel transformation.
Example 2
A directed graph G is called cyclic if there exists a 
vertex which can reach itself. To test whether a given 
graph is cyclic we use the function extend defined in the 
previous example.
program
cyclic G cycleat 1
where
cycleat i i > G 0 ->false
MEMBER path |# cycleat (i+1) 
where
path = extend () i
3?
The evaluations of sub-expressions
MEMBER path i cycleat (i+1)
■B
--.-J-'
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operands to the parallel operator \# (parallel-or) can be 
carried out simultaneously. The relative complexity of the 
evaluations suggests that they are unbalanced. So we must 
transform the function cycleat so that the looping it 
entails is unfolded in a tree structure with the operator 
I# at the nodes.
cycleat i i = MEMBER path i
where
path = extend () i
cycleat i j= cycleat i mid j# cycleat (mid+1) j 
where
mid = (i+j)/2
Example 3
Modify the previous program to compute the vertex at 
which the cycle starts. We can modify the function cycleat 
to return the name of the vertex instead of true and the 
empty list instead of false.
program
cycleat i i = MEMBER path i -> i ; () 
cycleat i j = or (cycleat i mid)
(cycleat (mid+1) j) 
or left right = right=() ->y left
right
To effect parallelism we define a parallel conditional 
operator -># which evaluates the predicate expression and
•T7TV
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the left alternative in parallel. Note the because of the 
data dependency of the predicate to the right alternative 
we do not need a full parallel conditional. A second 
annotation mark would be required to define such an 
operator. Termination of the predicate with the. value 
false causes the evaluation of the left alternative to be 
forcibly terminated, if it is still going on, as 
irrelevant.
Example 4
A vertex of a directed graph is called terminal if a 
directed cycle cannot be reached from it. If a graph is not 
cyclic the set of . terminal vertices consists of all the 
vertices of the graph.
Compute the set of terminal vertices of a directed graph.
program
terminals G -
FILTER term (COUNT 1 (GO))
where
term i = ~nont i
nont i = OR (MEMBER path i : MAP nont path)
OR () = false
OR (a : x) = a j OR x
we use the function "extend” from example 1. The function 
COUNT computes the list 1, 2, ....(GO) which is filtered 
to leave in only those components (vertices) which Satisfy
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the predicate term. We choose to parallelise the function 
FILTER. We replace the list 1, 2, ...(GO) by introducing 
an extra parameter in FILTER and apply the split
transformation to it.
FILTER p n n = p n -> n,
0
FILTER p n m = APPEND (FILTER p n mid)
(FILTER p (mid+1) m)
where
mid = (n+m)/2
now APPEND is prefixed by STRICT as in example 1. Further 
parallelism is possible from the function OR which scans a 
list looking for the object true as soon as it finds this 
object it returns it as its result, otherwise it returns 
the object false. The parallel OR function is defined as
follows
OR () = false 
OR (a:x) = a |# OR x
note since the sequential function OR does not need to 
evaluate all the components of the list, only as far as the 
first true, the parallel OR function involves evaluating 
components in anticipation that their value might be
needed.
Example 5.
In a directed graph when a vertex v has an arc to a
y.'.; y, VMM y ® -y W' *-y-?
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vertex u then the vertex u is called the successor of v and 
v is called • the predecessor of u. For some vertex i the 
minimal transition pair with i as the initial vertex is the 
smallest pair of sets M and W such that
vertex i is a member of M
all successors of M are members of W
all predecessors of W are members of M
The following program computes the sets M and W for a 
given graph g which satisfy the above conditions.
mtpair g
where
MW mset nset = c1 & c2 -> mset,nset
MW (c1 -> mset ; msetl)
(c2 -> nset ; nsetl) 
where .
c1 = SUBSET succs mset 
c2 = SUBSET preds nset
succs = MABUWITE succ mset 
preds = MABUWITE pred nset
nsetl = UWIOW nset succs 
msetl = UWIOW mset preds
succ v = g v
pred v = FILTER (arc v) (COUNT 1 (g 0))
arc I i = false
arc I j = member (succ j) i
COUWT a b = a > b -> ()
a : COUWT (a+1 ) b
■;? *
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The function COUbT computes the list 1, 2, . . . .n which 
is the list of vertices of the input graph .g .
An undirected graph, shown in figure 5«4, is 
represented here with a double arc.
figure 5*4 - an undirected connected graph
such a graph is called connected if every vertex is 
reachable from any other. An undirected connected graph is 
called bipartite if its vertices can be partitioned in two 
sets M and N such that no edge (a double arc) joins two 
vertices of the same set. To solve the problem whether a 
given graph is bipartite can be programmed as follows
Let i be an initial vertex, say 1. We can use the ’ 
function ML, defined above, to assign the vertices to two 
sets M and M such that vertices joined by an edge are 
assigned to different sets. As the graph is connected all 
vertices will be assigned to at least one set. The graph is 
not bipartite if a vertex has been assigned to both sets.
program
bipartite g - empty (INTERSECTION M N) 
where
empty () = true
empty s - false
M,N = MN (1 , ) (suec 1 )•
Note since vertices are Joined by double arcs there is 
no need for the function pred, just use succ. The empty set 
is represented as the empty list (). The function 
INTERSECTION computes the denoted set operation. In order 
to transform mtpair into a parallel program the operator & 
is replaced by the parallel operator so that sub­
expressions c! and c2 ard evaluated in parallel. Since 
is strict in only one of its operands (see the PaR-aNL' 
instruction in chapter three), termination of one of the 
evaluations, say cl for example, giving false causes the 
termination of the evaluation of c2 as irrelevant.
Note that it is possible that the value of c2, for 
example, will be required by the evaluation of the 
expression
the graph of "MN” in figure 5.5 indicates that the latter 
evaluation is data-dependent on the evaluation, 
characterised by the operator &# as speculative. This 
suggests that both the Values of c1 and c2 must be found 
before the operator &# is applied. So the sub-expression
c 1 & c2
in the sequential program is replaced by '
STRICT and c1 c2
where the function ’’and” is defined by
and x y = x & y
Example 6_
To test whether a function contains a zero in a given 
interval within a given accuracy criterion (the local 
version of SASL does not cope, at present, with real numbers 
but the program will work on a variety of ’’scaled” integer 
functions).
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The method of solution is to divide the given interval
into two sub-intervals and search for a zero of the function
in the sub-interval which indicates the function crosses the
x-axis. If neither sub-interval indicates this condition 
they are searched left to right by being subdivided further.
program .
Root f x y e = x-y < 2*e ->
negsign x y ->'root is ”, mid
. 'no root found”, 
negsign x mid -> left 
negsign mid y -> right 
ONEOF left right
where
negsign ab = f.a*fb <0
left = Root f x mid e 
right = Root f mid y 
mid = (x+y)/2
ONEOF m n = isnroot m -> n
m
isnroot (mesg:x) = x = ()
Parallelism here manifests as splitting the interval and 
pursuing the test on each sub-interval in parallel. Success 
on one of the sub-intervals renders the search in the other 
as irrelevant (if one is looking for just one root).
J.’
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Again the full parallel conditional operator was not 
needed. Only the condition and left alternative need he 
evaluated in parallel. Note that for the particular case 
where the pattern of searches followed by the sequential 
program is optimal, this occurs when the sequential program 
never takes up a right half interval, the introduction of 
parallelism does not improve the performance. In general 
though we can'safely assume this will not be the case. Note 
also that as soon as a path hits success this is detected 
by the immediate application of ONEOE and reports it to the 
outer application of itself so that the answer reaches the 
top of the tree causing termination of search paths on its 
way. This is effected by replacing -> by the parallel 
operator -># in the body of the function ONEOE (see example 
5).
Example 7.
The program to compute the moves of discs which solve
the towers of Hanoi.
program
Hanoi 0 (a,b,c) = ()
Hanoi n (a,b,c) = Hanoi (n-1) (a,c,b), 
move,
Hanoi (n-1) ( b,a,c ) 
where
move = ’disc ”,a,’ to”,c
To transform the function Hanoi into a
- .<>* - f•
parallel
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function we just replace the two occurences of comma by a 
function comm2 and use STRICT to force call-by-parallel on 
the parameters of the function comm2.
Hanoi n (a,b,c) = STRICT comm2 1 r
where
comm2 1 r = l,move,r 
1 = Hanoi (n-1) (a,c,b) 
r = Hanoi (n-1) (b,a,c)
Note that no transformation of the program to enhance 
parallelism is required since the evaluation of sub­
expressions 1 and r are of the same complexity.
Example 8
To compute the matrix product of two matrices. In order 
to present a clearer program let us assume the matrices are 
square of dimension n, power of 2. A matrix is represented 
as a list of lists in row order. For example the 
expression
((1,0),(0,1))
represents the unit square matrix of order 2. We define the 
product in terms of inner product operations between 
vectors. A row or a column of a matrix constitutes a 
vector. The inner product function IP is defined by the 
following Clauses
IP 0 0 =0
*IP (r : x) (c : y) + IP x y
j__:____________d...if?;___ lAkn-R <_________ ' ' “ i - '< »1 f
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a matrix is transposed by the function transpose below
transpose M = map hd M : transpose (map tl M) 
hd (a : x) = a 
tl (a : x) = x
The ith row of the product matrix is formed by taking
the inner product of the ith row of matrix M with all the 
columns of matrix N.
program
multiply M N = mult M (transpose h) 
mult () cols = ()
mult (r : rows) cols = new r : mult rows cols 
where
new row = MAP (IP row) cols
We identify parallel evaluations at the level (grain) 
of function mult where the operands of : can be evaluated 
in parallel. Similarly at the inner level of MAP used by 
the function new and finally at the level of function IP.
The infix operator : can be replaced by a function cons 
and then we can use the function STRICT to force call-by~ 
value on the actual parameters of cons. The complexity of 
the function new and more obviously of IP with respect to 
the complexity of the whole program suggests that we only 
consider parallelism at the level of the function mult. 
Note that had we decided to consider parallel evaluations, 
say at the level of function IP, we would need to transform
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this function in order to balance the tree of evaluations
that the parallel + operator gives rise to.
The same criticism applies in introducing parallelism 
at the level of function mult whose parallel balanced 
version may be defined as follows
mult rows cols = split 1 (LENGTH rows) 
where
split i i - new (rows i), 
split i 3 = STRICT APPEND
(split i mid)
(split (mid-t-1) i)
Now the rows of the product matrix are computed in 
parallel. Closer examination of the algorithm shows that 
each such evaluation requires access to the column matrix 
cols. This implies the evaluations cannot proceed 
independently of each other. In order to obtain an 
effectively parallel program for matrix multiplication we 
therefore look for a different algorithm, in fact the 
function split above provides the idea. The computation of 
an element is given by the formula •
c. • = a-, b • + a;-> b • + a--, b • + ....tj t1 1J lk kJ 3J
Let us consider multiplying matrices A and B obtaining 
matrix C, all of dimension n, a power of 2.
—----------------- 3----------------------.— t u * i i ,, ! f - i,.-
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this function in order to balance the tree of evaluations
that the parallel + operator gives rise to.
The same criticism applies in introducing parallelism 
at the level of function mult whose parallel balanced 
version may be defined as follows
mult rows cols = split 1 (LENGTH rows) 
where
split i i = new (rows i), .
split i j = STRICT APPEND
(split i mid) 
(split (mid+1) j)
Now the rows of the product matrix are computed in 
parallel. Closer examination of the algorithm shows that 
each such evaluation requires access to the column matrix 
cols. This implies the evaluations cannot proceed 
independently of each other. In order to obtain an 
effectively parallel program for matrix multiplication we 
therefore look for a different algorithm, in fact the 
function split above provides the idea. The computation of 
an element is given by the formula
a b + a b + a b + .. . .
Let us consider multiplying matrices A and B obtaining 
matrix C, all of dimension n, a power of 2.
A.>
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we can divide matrices A and B so that they form (2X2) 
matrices whose elements are (n/2)X(n/2) matrices. An 
element Cij of the product matrix is computed using the 
same equation as above, for example
% A B + 11 11 A BU 2-1
hut the operands of addition and multiplication are 
matrices. The equation indicates the two multiplications 
can he carried out in parallel. Bote each multiplication 
between the matrices A i j and B i j , of dimension n/2 
will give rise to parallel evaluations of matrices of 
dimension n/4 and so on until multiplication of atomic 
operands is reached.
The computationthis algorithm implies recursively sub­
divides into non-trivial independent evaluations. The new 
algorithm for matrix multiplication is yet another example 
of the approach to problem solving known as the Divide- 
and-Conquer method. In fact we have already encountered 
many examples of this method when the functions splitexpo, 
SPLITPOR, cycleat were defined. Programs implementing this 
type of algorithm are ideally suitable for parallel 
evaluation, since their evaluation splits evenly into sub­
evaluations. These can be carried out in parallel.
In order to change the representation of a (nXn) matrix a 
so that A i j is not an integer but a (n/2.) X (n*/-2) matrix 
we define a function make2 to do the conversion.
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make2 A n = G .-J
.< ??where 7^
G 1 1 = P
where P i j = A i j :5
G 1 2 = P
where P i j = A i (j+offset) |
G 2 1 = P ;1
-
where P i j = A (i+offset) j 
G 2 2 = P
where P i j = A (i+offset) (j+offset) 
offset = n/2
Since the results of operations are square matrices 
printed as lists of lists, we define a function MATRIX 
which produces a square matrix
MATRIX n e = POR 1 n r
where
r i = POR 1 n c
where
c j = e i j
The addition of matrices of dimension k, represented as 
2X2 matrices with elements matrices of dimension k/2 is 
defined by function SUM as follows
SUM P G 1 = P + G
SUM P G k = MATRIX 2 e
where
1
e i j = SUM (F i j) ( & i j) (k/2)
‘ ‘ . . * ‘A,’' - • - ' '«* '■ ' „ ' .
•* - ;p’«p > ; - x -■ '
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The multiplication of 2X2 matrices is defined in terms 
of the function MATRIX as follows-
mult2 A B = MATRIX 2 ((A i 1 *B 1 j)+(A i 2*B 2 j ))
Now we can define matrix multiplication anew in terms 
of the functions mult2, make2, MATRIX and BUM
program
multiply A B 2 = mult2 A. B
multiply A B n = mult A2 B2 (n/2) 
where
A2 = make2 A n
B2 = make2 B n
mult M N k = MATRIX 2 e
where
e i j = SUM (multiply (M i 1) (N 1 j) k) 
(multiply ( M i 2) (M 2 j) k) 
k .
We identify parallelism at the level of function MATRIX
where the elements of the matrix can he evaluated in
parallel. This is effected by transforming PUR into a 
parallel function. Note that since the first parameter of 
MATRIX is 2 the function POR produces a 2-list so that 
there is no need to transform POR to the function SP1ITPOR, 
we have met this function in example 1.
Parallelism is also identified at the level of function
e where the operands of the function SUM can be evaluated
f--;
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in parallel. We choose the level of the function SUM 
"because the grain of the function MATRIX overwhelms the 
simulator, even for a small (8X8) matrix.
Note the hulk of the work is done at the level of the 
function SUM and although an element may he evaluated 
before another is it has to he printed in a particular 
order. To effect parallelism the function STRICT is used 
to perform call-by-parallel on the operands of SUM
e i 3 = STRICT SUM (multiply (Mil) (N 1 j) k) 
(multiply (M i 2) (N 2 j) k) 
k
Example 9
To sort a list of integers in ascending order. There 
are a number of sorting algorithms [55] • We choose the sort 
by merge algorithm because it employs the Divide-and- 
Conquer technique. Other sorting methods such as quicksort 
do this also but are not considered here. Given a list of 
n numbers, split it into two sub-lists of n/2 and n+2/2 
numbers and then merge the sorted sub-lists.
.A- :• ;y>: ■■?-'■ '■ ^e’ ■";?‘;?“■ Wv’ r
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program
sort x = split 1 (LENGTH x)
where
split n n = x n,
split n m = STRICT merge
(split n mid) 
(split (mid+1) m)
where
mid = (n+m)/2
merge () y = y
merge x () = x
merge (a : x) (b : y) = a <= b -> a : merge x (b : y)
b : merge (a : x) b
Note that all parallel evaluations require access to 
some element of the list x.
Example 10
To compute a relation from two relations. The relations 
are two tables of library information. One table gives the
relation between books and authors and the other between
borrowed books and names of borrowers. The relation to be
computed is defined as ’’the list of authors whose books are
lend to other authors”.
A table is represented by a list of pairs. Each pair is 
represented by a 2-list. The list of book-author pairs is 
denoted by the parameter BAL and the book-borrower list of
pairs is denoted by the parameter BBL.
program
new_rel BAB BBL = relation BBL 
where
relation () = ()
relation(p:x) = rel p -> p 2:relation x 
relation x
rel(bk,br) = AND(author~=(),author~=br) 
where
author = BIND BAL br
AND () = true
AND (a:x) = a ~> AND x ; false
BIND () item = ()
BIND ((item,nm) : x) item = nm
BIND ((bk,item) : x) item = bk
BIND (p : x) item = BIND x item
The function BIND searches the list of pairs for an 
item, if it finds the item contained in a pair it returns 
the related object. Both functions relation and BIND may 
be parallelised. We choose the grain of parallelism 
offered by the latter function which performs BIND steps 
recursing on its first parameter. We transform the 
recursions into a tree whose terminals, left to right, are
the unwound recursions
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relation x = split 1 (LEECTR x)
where
split n n = rel (x n) -> x n 2,
0
split n m = APPLE! (split n mid)
(split (mid+1) n)
where
mi d = (n+m)/2
By prefixing APPEL! with the. system function STRICT a 
parallel program is obtained.
Example 11
A partition of an integer n is a collection of positive 
integers whose sum is n. The integers in the collections 
are called the parts of the partition. We do not impose any 
other restrictions on the partitions. Consider the 
partitions of the first three integers.
1
2 11
5 21 12 111
We see that the partition of 3 is generated from those 
of 2 and 1 by extending (prefixing) the partitions of 2 
with 1 = (3-2), obtaining 12 111 and of 1 with 2 = (3-1)
obtaining 21 and finally of 0 which is empty (nullpart) 
with 3 = (3-0) to get 3-
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program
nullpart = (), 
part 0 = nullpart 
part n = fora 1 n last
where
last i = prefix i (part (n-i)) 
prefix i () = ()
prefix i (p : x) = p=nullpart~>(i,) : prefix i x 
(i : p) : prefix i x
fora abf = a>b-> ()
f a ++ fora (a+1) h f
By paralleling function fora, the partitions may he 
generated in parallel.
fora a h f = a=h -> f a,
STRICT APPEND (fora a mid f)
(fora (mid+1) h f)
where
mid = (a+b)/2
Note that same partitions are recomputed, following the 
technique of L36] we modify the function part to he a memo 
function which remembers previously generated partitions.
T7T
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partlist = MAP part (from 0) 
part n = fora 1 n last
where
last i = prefix i (partlist (n-i+1))
Example 12
To generate the permutations of set of integers. We 
take the solution given in the Sasl manual L 4-J • 
program
perms () = (), 
perms x = f x
where
f (a : y) = MAP (cons a) (perms y) ++ 
g (y ++ (a,))
g y = y = x -> ()
f X
Similarly here replacing ++ "by the function APPEhil) and 
using STRICT to effect simultaneous cal1-by-value of the 
parameters of APPEED, the evaluation path splits into 
parallel sub-paths. One path computes the permutations of a 
list of numbers where the first element is fixed. The other 
rotates the list and computes its permutations. Each sub­
path follows the same split pattern.
let us consider the same algorithm expressed somewhat 
differently so that parallel paths are of the same
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complexity, where the loop defined hy g has been taken out
and externalised.
perms x = MAP f x
where
f a = MAP (cons a) (perms (diff x a))
diff 0 a = 0
diff (a •« x) a = x
diff (b •• x) a = diff x a
we replace MAP by the function ’’split”
perms x = split 1 (LENGTH x) 
where
split n n = f (x n), 
split n m = STRICT APPEED
(split n mid) 
(split (mid+1) m)
where
mid = (n+m)/2
Example 1
The (peens problem where the queens are to be placed on 
an (nXn) board in such a way that none checks any other. 
We use the solution of [4j where the board is represented 
by a list. The components of the list represent the columns 
of the board. Each component is an integer and its value 
represents the row of the board.
•k'?’ A*S'1 jfl ' ill: k"‘ •1-k
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complexity, where the loop defined by g has been taken out 
and externalised.
perms x = MAP f x
where
f a = MAP (cons a) (perms (diff x a))
diff () a = ()
diff (a : x) a = x .
diff (b : x) a = diff x a
we replace MAP by the function ’’split”
perms x = split 1 (1EEGTH x) 
where
split n n = f (x n), 
split n m = STRICT APPRO
(split n mid)
(split (mid+1) m)
where -’
mid = (n+m)/2
Example 15
The queens problem where the queens are to be placed on 
an (nXn) board in such a way that none checks any other. 
We use the solution of [4j where the board is represented 
by a list. The components of the list represent the columns 
of the board. Each component is an Integer and its value 
represents the row of the board.
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program
soln q b = q > 8 -> alter b
safe q b -> full q b -> q : b , soln (q+1 ) b
soln 1 (q:b)
soln (q.4-1 ) b
The algorithm starts from an initial position and 
either extends if the safe condition is satisfied or it
modifies it to for a safe condition. It backtracks when a
safe condition must be found.by altering previously placed 
queens. Intuitively , we feel that fixing the initial 
positions and pursuing them In parallel to success or 
failure without backtracking will give us a parallel 
program. Allowing backtracking means that parallel paths 
may converge on the same route.
FOR 1 n initial
where
initial = soln (1,)
soln b - safe b -> full b ->b
FOR 1 n extend
where
extend q = soln (q : b)
By parallelising the list generator function FOR we 
easily obtain a parallel program. In fact we only transform 
the first occurence of FOR
overwhelms the simulator.
otherwise the run time structure
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To program the numerical method of solving Laplaces's 
equation on a rectangular grid with given boundary values. 
This problem is programmed on the Data Flow computer Lb? J 
using a different approach to parallelism.
Initially the interior points of grid are given 
estimated (guessed) values and a new point on the grid is 
computed using the formula
un i j = (un i-1 J + Un l+1 j + un i 1 + un 1 j ~1 4
where n is the iteration step and i and j vary over the 
rows and columns respectively of the grid. The interior of 
the grid is iterated until successive values on each point 
differ by a given amount, which characterises'the1 degree of 
accuracy of the approximation. The initial grid is given a 
constant value on all the interior points. The choice of 
initial value affects the number of iterations required to 
achieve convergence.
‘1- : L:'.v ,Viir d
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program
output
where .
R = NO_OF_ROWS
C = NO_OF_CODS
BOUND_VALUE = ... Ha R-list of C-lists
output = MAP grid (from 0) 
grid 0 = INIT_GRID 
grid n = FOR 1 R r
where
r i = FOR 1 C c
where
c j = BOUNDARY (i,j) -> BOUND_VALUE i j 
(output (n-1) i (j-1) +
output (n-1) i (j+1) + 
output (n-1) (i-1) j + 
output (n-1) (i+1) j
)/4
BOUNDARY (i,j) = OR (i=1,i=R,j=1,j=C)
OR () = false
OR (a:x) = a J# OR x 
from n = n : from (n+1)
The function ’’from” it produces an infinite list which 
plays the role of the loop control variable in imperative 
programming.
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The grid is represented as a list of lists. The output 
of the program is an infinite list denoted by the 
identifier ’’output”. Each component of the list is a grid. 
Note the lazy evaluation mechanism of SASB enables output 
to be received from such an infinite computation. The 
pattern the computation follows is "compute a component of 
the list, print it and do the same for the rest of the 
list". When convergence is achieved we interrupt the 
computation. This can be determined by comparing the values 
printed out. A better solution where convergence is tested 
from within the program might be preferable but this 
program is adequate to demonstrate the idea of successive 
approximations being generated. .
The algorithm adopted here can be thought of as a 
"bottom-up" method of solution. The evaluation of each new 
point comprises a rather trivial computation path. One way 
to extract parallelism is to divide the grid into sub-grids 
and compute each in parallel. The amount of parallelism 
obtained in this way depends on the size of the grid. But 
even a relatively small grid may involve a large number of 
iterations before convergence is achieved. This makes the 
amount of work on each sub-grid comparatively small.
In order to extract parallelism in the form where the 
whole evaluation process sub-divides into non-trivial 
smaller evaluations it seems we must adopt a "top-down" 
method of solution, where the result of the program is just 
the grid after a number of iterations. Intermediate grids
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not being printed. In this way the evaluation of each point 
on this "final” grid involves a respectable amount of work, 
program
output k = FOR 1 R r
where
r i = FOR 1 C c
where
c j = U k i j
U 0 i 3
U n i 3
INITJJRID
BOUNDARY (i,j) -> BOUND_VALUB i j 
(U (n-1) i (j-1) +
U (n-1 ) i (j+1) +
U (n-1) (i-1) j +
U (n-1) (i+1) 3
)/4
The + operators are marked as parallel +# and the
arithmetic expression of the form A + B + C + D is re­
arranged to (A + B) + (C + D) in order to have balanced
paths.
Since SASL does not support a package for simulating 
real numbers we were not able to test this program properly 
but only from the point of view of unfolding the recursions 
in parallel.
<
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Example 15
To program a parser for Lambda Calculus strings defined 
'by the following syntactic rules expressed in BNF (we use L
instead of for typographical reasons).
wfe = var ! lamb var . wfe I ( wfe ) ! wfe wfe
var = a I h ! n ! ....
The syntax specification for a well formed formula of
Lambda Calculus is that it is either a variable or a
function or a bracketed well formed expression or a 
concatenation of well formed formulae. First of all 
immediate recursion is removed from the above syntax 
specification by introducing extra rules.
wfe = e1 ' fun 
e1 = e2 { e2 } 
e2 = var ' (wfe)
fun = lamb var . wfe
var =aibjc|xiyiz
where { } indicate zero or more repetitions of the
enclosed object. For simplicity the syntactic variable var 
is assumed to vary over just six names. For each syntactic 
variable a function is defined which recognises whether that 
entity occurs at the front of its input string. Such a 
recogniser function returns two results. A logical 
indicating success of failure to recognise the item and the 
remaining of the input string after the item has been taken
' .i ft. r ■>£ n;• y-ft T. ft-;;, V ,
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from . the front of the input string. A recogniser 
corresponding to the left hand side of a syntactic rule 
uses recognisers corresponding to the right hand sides of
rules.
A recogniser for a terminal symbol is a function which 
tests whether a particular string occurs at the front of 
its input string, ignoring leading spaces. So the test is 
string equality. In order to avoid defining a separate 
recogniser of each terminal, a function which takes a 
string as its input and returns a recogniser for that 
string is defined.
term pattern string = f pattern string 
where
f p () = false,string 
f () s = true,s 
f p (% :s) = f p s 
f (a:p) (a:s) = f p s 
f p s = false,string
so the symbol ( is recognised by a function bra defined as
bra = term ’(”
The alternative (|) BMP symbols are defined by a 
function bar which takes a list of alternative recognisers 
as its first parameter and an input string as its second 
parameter and tests whether the front of the string can be 
recognised by any of the recognisers
bar () string = false,string
bar (red : x) string = r1 -> true,s1
bar x string
where
r1 ,s1 = red string
thus var is defined as
var = bar (a, b, c, x, y, z)
and further for a,b,c,x,y,z, lamb
var = bar (map term ('a”,'b”,’c",'x",’y",’z")) 
lamb = term ’L”
similarly concatenation is defined
cone () string = true,string
cone (red : x) = r1 -> r2 -> true,s2 
false,string 
where
r2,s2 = cone x s1 
false,string
where
r1 , s1 = red string
Using the function cone we can define a recogniser for 
the category funct as follows
funct - cone (lamb , var , dot , wfe) 
dot = term '."
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Using bar and cone defining repetion is developed as
follows .
repet obj = bar (obj.... obj , zero)
zero string = true,string
obj.... obj = cone (obj , repet obj)
thus finally in legal SASL
repet obj = bar (cone (obj- , repet obj) , zero)
Now we are in a position to define the complete parser 
wfe using the recognisers defined already
wfe = bar (e1 , func)
e1 = cone (e2 , repet e2)
e2 - bar (var , cone (bra , wfe , ket))
To identify what can be done in parallel the functions 
bar and cone are analysed by unfolding their graghs. The 
graph of bar is shown in figure 5.6
bar (red : x) string
r1 
1
red string
brue,s1 p^bar x string
figure 5.6 - program graph of ’’bar”
it suggests that the condition and right alternative of the 
conditional operator may be evaluated in parallel. In order 
to use the parallel operator ->ff already defined r1 is
t
A AlAA-A - -A A AAA>A-As
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replaced by ~r1 and the alternatives of the conditional are 
swapped.
The graph of cone is shown in figure 5>«7
figure 5«7 - program graph of "cone"
it indicates that the sub-expressions
red string cone x s1
cannot be be evaluated in parallel since the latter is data 
dependent on the value denoted by s1 which is part of the 
result of the former. Thus the function cone is 
characterised as essentially sequential.
Finally, the ’’split” transformation applied to the 
function ’’bar" gives us the following balanced function
bar x string = split 1 (LEhG-Th x)
where '
split i i = x i string 
split i j = ONEOF
. (split i mid) (split (mid+1)
where mid = (i+;i)/2
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CHAPTER SIX
Results
In this chapter we analyse the results, obtained by 
running the programs developed in chapter five, on the 
parallel evaluator (see chapter three and four) and comment 
on the method by which parallel programs are derived from 
sequential ones.
Simulation results are presented in the appendix, in 
the form of tables. Tables numbered n.1 and n.k correspond 
to the example program numbered n in chapter five. What do
the tables mean ?
As we have discovered in chapter five a (parallel) 
program task decomposes into a tree of sub-tasks. A special 
case of this is the program which tests a directed graph 
for the bipartite property (Example 5) where its evaluation 
only occasionally decomposes into two sub-tasks and the 
rest of the time it consists of a single task.
The evaluator has a choice of evaluation schemes at its 
disposal. This is controlled by an input parameter (see 
below about ’’strategy”) of the simulation. The most obvious 
schemes are two, the totally sequential scheme where no 
parallelism is invoked at all and the other is the 
maximally parallel (most eager evaluation) scheme where as 
soon as a sub-task is created it is assigned to an 
evaluator. The sub-task is processed independently of the
___
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main task and its associated evaluator is an assistant to
the one processing the main task. In between these extreme 
evaluation schemes there exist a number of evaluation 
schemes each dictating when evaluations are “forked out” 
from ongoing evaluations. Thus certain tasks which would be 
processed in parallel under the maximally parallel scheme 
are evaluated in sequential order under an “in-between" 
scheme. Note that although the evaluator's behaviour seems 
to vary between eager and lazy evaluation this is not 
strictly accurate since call-by-parallel has replaced 
call-by-need (see chapter two) even in the absence of 
parallelism due to the dictates of a particular scheme. In 
this case the evaluator simulates the parallel evaluation
of sub-tasks. Each evaluation scheme is called a 
"strategy" of the evaluation mechanism. Below we explain 
how strategy is quantified.
The simulation we have constructed sets out to discover 
how to exploit the parallelism "inherent" in the programs 
of chapter five by testing different parallel evaluation 
schemes (strategies). The effect of each scheme is measured 
by the resulting length of computation (number of main 
evaluator's steps).
The performance under each parallel evaluation scheme 
is calculated as a percentage improvement over the length 
of computation under the totally sequential scheme. Thus in 
table 1 .2 for instance a particular strategy (horizontal 
axis) of 10% (see below) achieves 60% gain in performance
—■;1 =•■''"' iz. ;. --.
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(shown in the vertical axis).
Strategies
A particular strategy dictates when each evaluator is 
to ’’off-load” (logically) a sub-task to an assistant 
evaluator. This is when a parallel activity is to be set 
up. A strategy models the degree of parallelism employed in 
a real machine consisting of multi-processors for a given 
program.
So under a strategy a certain amount of work is shared 
amongst evaluators and a corresponding improvement over the 
sequential strategy (just a single task, the main one) is 
expected.
A strategy amounts to an assumption concerning the 
pattern of resource allocation in a real machine. In this 
study we have assumed that an evaluator gets the benefit of 
an assistant after it has performed a certain amount of 
work. During this time it may have generated some or no new 
(sub-) tasks. In the former case these are assigned to 
assistant evaluators as the particular strategy dictates.
The condition of unbounded parallelism (number of 
assistants or number of ”off-loadings”) is assumed.
The ’’amount of work” (or ’’time") referred to previously 
is based on three types of measurement
(a) the number of steps
(b) the number of CODON steps (list cell creations)
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(c) the number of APPLY steps (function applications) 
we have found that all three methods of measuring the 
amount of work give approximately the same results.
Each strategy is represented by a percentage, input to 
the simulator. For example, a strategy of 10% indicates
that each evaluator is allowed to obtain an assistant 
whenever the work it has done exceeds 10% of the total 
amount of work the program would have entailed under the 
totally sequential scheme. This is done in order to 
meaningfully compare results from programs of different 
computation lengths (number of steps). If a program is 
evaluated under a more eager strategy, say 5%, modelling 
the case where the machine is bigger, we wish to discover 
the corresponding effect on the performance of the program. 
Thus 0% represents the maximally parallel scheme and 100% 
represents the totally sequential scheme.
The simulation has a twofold significance. On one hand 
we use it to discover the amount of parallelism in programs 
and on the other it indicates a scheme of machine program 
organisation suitable for an environment which incorporates 
parallelism.
The histograms, tables numbered n.1, give us an idea of 
the run-time profile of each program under the 10% 
strategy. The vertical axes of tables n.1 show the number 
of evaluators processing tasks and the horizontal axes show 
time in terms of computation length. We discovered that
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the shape of histograms generally remains the same for 
different strategies so only the 10% case is shown. A 
histogram indicates the amount of work that can be done in 
parallel over time. We also compare histograms against our 
intuition about what programs do.
Parallel programs
In this section we comment on what we have discovered 
about the method of deriving (by hand) parallel programs 
from initially sequential ones. First, we have found out 
that parallelism needs to be expressed (effected) by two 
language constructs which are introduced into SASn for the 
purpose of expressing parallel programs. These are the 
annotation symbol which modifies a primitive operator 
to a parallel primitive operator. In particular we note 
that the parallel non-strict primitive operators &ff (PAR- 
AHD), |# (PAR-OR) and -># (PAR-COhDITIOhAl) express the 
notion of speculative parallelism where the evaluation of 
one of their operands is initiated in anticipation that its 
value might be needed and terminated forcibly when 
otherwise.
The other parallel construct we found to be needed is 
the call-by-parallel parameter passing mechanism expressed 
(forced) by the system function STRICT which operates on a 
function and its two parameters.
two parameters to the function, 
case of call-by-parallel was
It "passes” evaluated the 
Any other more complex 
handled by defining an
__ * _ _*_
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appropriate (user) function in terms of STRICT and auxiliary 
functions (see chapter two).
Note that our approach does not rely on explicitly 
creating and synchronising "processes” so that;we avoid the 
problem of the run-time management of parallelism at this 
level. We have resortedLto the use of parallel constructs, 
taking caution against non-termination, for the purpose of 
experimentation , of controlling thel"grain" of parallelism, 
avoiding non-useful parallelism and finally since call-by­
need cannot be replaced by call-by-parallel (a case of 
call-by-value) without introducing non-termination (see 
chapter* two)., .
In order to identify parallelism in a program we proceed 
from the top (outer) level function definitions to the inner 
ones. Each time we enter a level the "grain" of parallelism 
becomes finer. ’The corresponding program graph identifies 
the data dependencies. For instance in the example 15 
(parsing strings), the graph of the function "cone" 
indicates a sequential function whereas parallelism was
identified at the level of the function "bar" which has a 
similar structure as "cone" but no prohibiting data 
dependencies. .
Parallelism can be seen from performance < graphs to be 
most enhanced if the program graph is balanced in the sense 
that the sub-expressions to be evaluated in parallel are of 
similar complexity. This is enforced when the Divide^and-
....... - ' :___ f - ‘ ~
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In some cases parallelism manifests itself as parallel 
evaluation of a list's components (when its length is 
finite). For example expressions of the form ,
a : b : c . . .. : ()
c
figure 6 1 -program graph of a list evaluation
whose graph, shown in figure 6.1, suggests that the 
representation of a list "by a two field data structure (a 
cell) gives a rather unbsllanced tree of tasks.
APPEND
figure 6.2 -transformed program graph
In order to obtain a balanced tree the operator : is 
replaced by the parallel function APPEAiD (defined in 
chapter five), the
shown in figure 6.2.
APPEND requires us
graph of the transformed expression is 
The functionality of the function
to change the components a,b ... into
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1-lists (a,), (b,), • ••, this is a rather ad-hoc solution. 
Keller [41] avoids the overhead introduced by the function 
APPEND by proposing a different data structure to the list 
cell.
Here a connection with the work of Darlington [45j is 
apparent. A system of formal derivation of parallel 
programs from initial sequential ones or from initial 
specifications of programs is desirable. Eor example it is 
interesting to speculate whether the parallel matrix 
multiplication program (Example 9, chapter five) could be 
formally derived from an initially sequential one.
The parallel program for the queens (Example 15, 
chapter four) was obtained by reprogramming where 
backtracking was eliminated in favour of forward moves. 
Here we also note a certain inelegance since a path of
forward moves which fails to arrive at a solution is 
represented by the empty list ”()’’ which appears in the 
output of the program since it is generated. The 
introduction into SASL of set expressions L55] which 
evaluate to lists avoids the generation of unwanted 
components of the output list.
The case of the numerical program for solving a partial 
differential equation on a rectangular grid (Example 14, 
chapter five) required reprogramming in order to compute 
the result of the computation in a ’’top-down” fashion
instead of the ”bottom-up” method of the initial sequential
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The run-time results
In this section we analyse the results, shown in the 
appendix, of running the example programs, developed in 
chapter five, on the simulator we have constructed (see 
chapter three and four).
The tables 1.2, 2.2, 3*2, 5.2, 9.2, 10.2, 15*2 indicate 
that the performance of the example programs 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 
10, 15 is related linearly to the strategies of 
parallelism. Tables 4.2, 7.2, 8.2, 12.2, 13.2, 14*2 show a 
kind of exponential relationship. This must be due the fact 
their tree of sub-tasks are well balanced.
The example 6 (computing a zero of a polynomial) was 
not tested due to lack of real numbers in SAS1, though we 
could have worked with some scaling. Example 11 (generating 
the partitions of an integer) turns out to be essentially 
sequential.
The histograms, tables 1.1 - 15.1 give us the profile 
of the parallel evaluations over time. These agree with our 
intuitive understanding of what programs do. For example 
table 5.1 (testing for the bipartite property on an 
undirected connected graph) where its evaluation can at 
most decompose into two parallel (sub-) evaluations. The 
histograms 2.1 (testing a directed graph for a cycle) and 
3.1 (computing a vertex where a cycle starts) have a steep 
end since the completion of some sub-task causes the 
termination of all other tasks. The histogram of example 15
' ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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(parsing strings), table 15*1, indicates that for most of 
the time there is a single task (sequential evaluation for 
most of the time) since the sub-tasks terminate rather 
quickly. This is due to the fact that sub-tasks test the 
legality of a sub-string of the input string to the parser. 
Also parallelism is limited since it is only identified 
with one function, namely ’’bar”, where all the other 
functions at the same level (grain) as "bar" are 
sequential. Table 9.1, corresponding to the Sort-by-merge 
program, indicates that for a large part at the end of the 
computation there is a single task (the main one) due to 
the fact that finally two large lists have to be merged to 
give the result sorted list of numbers. Merging is a 
sequential "operation". Valleys in the histograms indicate 
periods of sequential operations. Example 10 (computing a 
relation in a library) showed a large number of lock steps 
(see chapter four) due to the fact that all parallel 
evaluations search two global association lists.
The more or less symmetrical histograms indicate that 
at the beginning and at the end of computation the number 
of sub-tasks is low, exponentially increasing (decreasing) 
in between. This is due to the fact we have a binary tree 
of sub-tasks and the balancing tends to be good in such
case.
Example 11, generating the partitions of an integer, 
exhibits an interesting point. Under the most eager 
strategy (0%) it yielded gain over the length of the
114
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totally sequential evaluation whereas the application of 
memo-isation [36] yielded 67%. This strongly suggests’" that 
performance gains are obtainable by means other than that of 
parallelism. ■ . '
Finally we observe that the maximum number of parallel 
activities is 18 and although we have experimented with 
"toy” programs we can speculate that there will .. be maximum 
demand upon the resources of a real machine only for a 
rather limited period.
In table 16 the SPEED UP FACTOR is shown for the 
maximally parallel strategy . This is related to the 
PERFORMANCE gain shown in the vertical axes of tables 1.2 - 
15.2 calculated as
100 / (100 - PERFORMANCE)
"A-
i
-
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Conclusions
The work presented in the previous chapters has focused 
on two issues. The nature of a parallel implementation of 
SASL and the amount of parallelism in particular programs 
exploited by the implementation.
The implementation is based on the SECD implementation 
of SASH. This has been extended with primitives which 
handle the interaction of a whole regime of SECD machines, 
referred to as evaluators. The evaluators combine their 
effort in processing a single program task. This is 
possible because a program task decomposes to sub-tasks 
where each of those may decompose further and so on. A 
program which simulates a regime of evaluators, an 
unbounded number of which is assumed, has been constructed.
The evaluation of a program gives rise to a spectrum of 
behaviours in the simulator each determined by a strategy 
of spawning. Each strategy of spawning represents a 
particular degree of parallelism employed during the 
evaluation of a program. The spectrum varies between a 
totally sequential computation where just a single 
evaluator is employed to process a program and a maximally 
parallel computation where a new evaluator is employed 
whenever a computation splits into sub-computations. Each 
these extreme cases is characterised by 
evaluator is employed under a certain
behaviour between
the fact that a new
■ " i'A„.
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constraint. This is imposed by having each evaluator 
working on some task obtain assistant evaluators after it 
has performed a certain amount of work and providing it has 
generated sub-tasks.
The parallelism of a program is investigated by 
evaluating it under different strategies and noting the 
corresponding performances. The performance measure is 
based on the number of evaluator's steps it takes to 
process a program to completion. Each step is equivalent to 
the "execution" of an SECD machine instruction. We expect 
results obtained to hold true for other types of 
implementations where we have different steps, for example 
SK machine steps.
We discover by associating a strategy with the degree 
of parallelism employed in a multi-processor machine, that 
there is often a linear relationship between the 
performance of programs investigated and the degree of 
parallelism. This suggests that in a realistic situation, 
providing the parallel implementation can be efficiently 
supported doubling the size of the multi-processor machine 
approximately halves the run-time.
The parallelism of programs manifests as simultaneous 
evaluation of the operands of primitive operators and as 
simultaneous call-by-value on the parameters of functions. 
The parallel conditional operator gives rise to the notion 
of an "irrelevant" evaluation where its condition and
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alternative(s) are evaluated in parallel. The evaluation 
of the alternative(s) is initiated in anticipation its 
value might he needed. If it turns out that it is not 
needed then it must he identified and terminated. Thus in 
order to extract parallelism from programs the lazy 
evaluator must he forced to do some work.
There are two problems with replacing call-by~need hy 
call-by-value. On one hand it may introduce non-termination
and on the other not all function calls offer the 
opportunity for useful work to he done in evaluating the 
actual parameters In parallel. The latter is also true with 
instances of primitive operators where the evaluations of 
their operands are ordered hy a data dependency or one of 
them is rather trivial. In both cases parallelism cannot he 
introduced usefully. The approach we take is to introduce 
source annotations which mark the primitive operators which 
are to he interpreted as being parallel. Call-hy-value is 
expressed in terms of primitive operators. We envisage 
that further work might he able to identify such operators 
partly automatically hut this is, in general not 
computable. The annotations direct the compiler to produce 
parallel code (parallel instructions corresponding to 
parallel operators) which causes the evaluator to generate 
a tree of tasks. A similar use of functions like ’’STHICT” 
directs the simulator to evaluate certain arguments of 
functions in parallel (call-by-parallel). A task Is 
associated with the operand of a parallel operator. The
S i-y-
strategy of spawning, mentioned above, causes assistant 
evaluators to ’’take away” tasks, so that when the evaluator 
comes to process them they are evaluated already.
In order to identify in a program the parallel 
operators, and simultaneous call-by-values a program is 
represented as a graph of data dependecies. The definitions 
of names are used to unfold the graph discovering the data 
dependecies. In several cases In order to obtain a 
balanced tree of tasks the original program Is transformed 
to a better parallel program by applying a programming 
technique known as divide and conquer.
We have gained considerable experience with the 
parallelism of a variety of programs. The structure of a 
parallel program seems to be of the following three forms.
1. The Divide and Conquer form where a program’s 
evaluation recursively sub-divides into evaluations of 
similar complexity, the program for matrix multiplication, 
developed in chapter four, is an example of a program 
possessing this form.
2. The speculative form where evaluations are initiated 
in anticipation their result* (value) will be needed. The 
parser for
this form.
5. The 
the parallel
Lambda Calculus expressions is an example of
evaluation of a program occasionally requires 
evaluation of certain sub-expressions before
119
it continues sequentially, for example the program which 
tests whether an undirected connected graph is bipartite.
Note that all cases of parallelism concern deterministic 
programs. The case where parallelism is introduced by non­
deterministic constructs has not been dealt with. The
introduction of non-determinism enables a certain class of 
programs to be programmed in (near) applicative style L42J. 
This notion of parallelism is beyond the scope of the 
present study.
Parallelism may be extracted from non-numerical as well
as numerical problems alike. The example programs
investigated cover a wide range of applications.
The final word of course lies with the computer 
architects. What we have examined here is the "logical” 
aspects of parallelism, what can be done in parallel and 
for what programs. There have been a number of proposals 
for multi-processor machine designs L31,59,40j which set 
out to support efficiently a notion of parallelism rather 
similar to the one investigated in the present study. The 
results of the present research have important implications 
for such research. It is clear that many algorithms which 
would not take advantage of such hardware can be 
transformed into more appropriate forms. It may be that 
appropriate language constructs would lead to the natural 
production of parallel programs.
It seems that a risky philosophy of task initiation is
120
almost essential if advantage 
parallelism and consideration 
efficiency of the killing 
computations.
is to be taken of inherent 
should be given to the 
process for irrelevant
r ■' - 5. . • f >>>- v , ,
"1
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if navei "/“ ) then i n f i x < DIV , v , opexp( 5 > ) else
if have' "rem* then mf i x ( REM , v , o p e x p < 5 > )
else oldv >
while . '• = oldv
it' on-: < 4 do 
repeat
< o 1 d v : « v
v = if have; *!+" >
if syrnb--'# 
else infix 
if have! )
else oldv > 
while v "’ = oldv
then
" then 
l PLUS 
then
< nextsymb pinfix(PLUS,v, op e x p(4 > )
) )
/ v ,
i n f i x (
op exp ( 4 ) ) else 
MINUS > v > opexp; 4
if p r i o I 3 do
reseat
{ c 1 d v : ~ v
v : - if r.avet *‘ = " ) then
if symb = “ =*? fcber.f nextsymb; p i nf i x (EQ, v, ope xp (3 >) >
else infix ( EG ; v . op exp ( 3 ) > else
if have< > then i n f i x < NE ( V/ o p e x p ( 3 ) ) else
if have-. ) then l n f i x < LT , v , op exp( 3 ) ) else
if have( ) then inf i x( GT , v / o p e x p ( 3 > ) else
if have< "<»« ) then inf i x( lE > v , o p e x p ( 3 ) ) else
if have( ”>»» the n i n f i x ( GE v , o p e x p < 3 ) )
else oldv > 
while v "“= oldv
if pr io Z 2 do
while have( ) do
v = infix( PARAND > v , opexp<2) )
if o r io 0 do
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£—al*:L System p«ge on
begin
let d s = clause
while '3--5f “ or starter do
begin
1st d = clause
if d; defn name = ds( defn.name then
if d its defn > is map and ds< its defn > is map then
ronstruct a list of alternatives from the two clauses
ds its. defn ) « trys( cons( ds( its. defn > ,
const d( its. defn ) , nil )),
nil > else
if d its defn is -rap and ds< its defn ) is trys then
begin
add clause d to list of alternatives for ds 
let list := ds( its.defn , clauses ) 
while list" tl ) "- = nil do
list = 1i s t( 11 )
list tl = c o n s < d ( its. cefn ) , nil )
end
else er-*or Inconsistent definition of “ ++ d( defn. name , the. id ) )
else begin
distinct names 
d( next defn ) - d s
d s = d
end
end 
d s
end
procedure : 1 a _■ se ( pntr 1
b e g i n
let names - namelist
if have ’•« * ) than defn names . expr nil , nil )
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end
error* lag -.~ true 
unreco ered = true 
message given : = t”ue 
u rite n S y n t a >. target • expected where " / synib / " -Found in: zn 'n"
606 -- 
607 -- 
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92 1- begin
procedure s - ow. te ; t
let p - buffer ptr­
ie t lines - 2
! Fine start of last two lines ir, the circular text bu-F-Fer 
repeat
< c = if p = 0 then buffer. size else a - i
lines = if text.buffer p - " 'n*‘ then lines - 1 else
if text. buffer-' p = “ “ or p = buffer, ptr then 0
else lines ?
while lines > 0
• write out those lines
repeat
< P = < + 1 ! rem buffer, size
write text buffers p ) > 
while p r- buffer ptr 
message given . » false
end
311 — lexical analysis routines procedure identifier above ) 
• £i2 --
procedure get char 
begin
ch ;= if eof( input, file then ENOCH 
else read ( input, file )
if echo and input file s. i do write ch
213 — 
£14 1- 
£15 -- 
£ 1 fc —
5- e 1gc I Sq s t er page 2r
- . 5 — b offer ptr . = ■- -■."■'fer.pt” •* 1 ) r em buffe r. size
5b5 — text buffer( buffer ptr > - c h
52C — o« ■ ss i jp oh ~ :l z n " then 0 el s e
' 521 — if ch - "'t” then ■-. ps d i v 8 r 1 ) ♦ 3
3-.2 — else p s * 1
523 if message.given and 1 .: h - " , n or c h = ENOCH )
- 524 -1 end
text
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p r o c e dure layout 
b e g i n
while .: h =
□ o s n = p s
end
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336 — procedure rextsymb 
’ .327 i _ begin
346
347 
3 48
proceb-re read..word string first -> string > 
begin
let name ~ first 
g e t c h a r
while letterC ch > or digit*' ch > or ch - do
< name = rame +* ch getchar > 
r ame
end
rt ff. «c
procedure try( string s ) 
begin
symb ~ ch
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en d
v is closure -Function id* v true )
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output o. f , 1 nlliegal Expression,
s h oiu ( v )
activity = notgoing ’ a flag to print 
incycle - false ‘ exit the main process
end
1 if have output an object
if v is logic or v is num or v is cha~ or v = nil or v is closure
begin
flush, o f >
~i
-J zf •» System
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2 z. ■■ 4 — if V I 5 mao th en
26 4 5 1- beg in
-1 - c — 0 0 t p u t o f u
Z r u e > sis 
<• a 1 •* > a 1 s e
-2c-7 
*■> 2?
1st f = v
while - is map do 
begin
sh om i f ( -For»Ti
v night for* >
-s -- 
2*-«9 2-
:
— -» i - - 0 - J t p u t 0 - f
72 — f . » f • b 0 d
13 -2 en d
- 74 — sh ow< f >
1~ 1 5 — ou t p U t 0 . c ii . u. / }
1 ;*• A- o -1 en d el s g
./ v ‘ — if v is tr-US t hen
. 8 i~ begin
'■. ~ " '. 7- —
m 2-
2713 *—
let t - v ( clauses > 
while t nil do 
beg in
shauK t( hd ) 
output 0. f » ’* 'n“
t : » t ( 11 >
en d
«. •• i ~t
2";5
2''1 6 — i end else
~ ~ - ”T__ if v is er V 3 1 then s h o w( v( a rg else
-» ’ z? __~ ■ - o i f i 3 p "Sf ix then show pr efi x( / ) el
r 7 ; 9 — i f v i s i n *' I ? do
2 "20 — case v < inf i: oo ) of
"F » ^.i ;~7
0 e g i n
a. i. G — 
♦> •• -• sS- «. ‘1
a u t p u t o. *■ 
show( v( el ? )
*-> 7 ** « a.
s G
output o f “ "
shew*' v< s2 > ?
2~2E ~i 
2729 -- 
£‘T30 i~ 
£~3l — 
2732 —
2734 — 
2 "'35 -i 
2"26 --
2"3-” i
2~3S 
2~39 — 
2 "40 -- 
2’41 — 
2 ” 4 2 —
2-43 -1 
2 "44 —
<i. t ~ ’
2" 46 — 
2747 ~ 
2" :S - 
2’49 - 
27£0
BLOCS*
end
begin
o U t p U t 0 +' ” ; "
d e >3 u I c
end
b e g i n
end
showC v( e2 ; the expression
output o. £ , n where C” 
showenvC v( el 4 )
output a f , "3 “
output o.-f , •'C “
show< vC el ) )
0 U t D U t O r , " 11
5 h 0 w ( V ( 9 2 ) ?
o u t p U t 0 t , “ ) "
v( in-Fix. op ■ mnemonic > ,
procedure show. pre-Pi x ( cpntr v 
case v( pr e4 i > op ) o4
CHECKLIST: show( v< e . )
LI STEPP begin
output : t / “List Uantad: <?' 
s h o w ■ ,• ■ e '■ ?
output o * >
S-ali:1 au^teft
2~tc ?nd
• ta
” 9
COND c agin
0 u t p u : o f
276C showi. v( e ) )
- •- , -5 end
output 0 f
i. t -•' —
2^-4 1- L'NDEF •j e g i n
X.
~ i 7
-s 
69
-±
2“~’3 l-
4 I
default
en d
begin
output o. * 
show< v( e ) / 
output p -F .• *'
'i!jnd e-F ined: ?
a. • «£•
■ T -t ■? -J
output o t , v qr»-F i j op 
show' v '■ e ) )
— 1 SHi
■=. / / -T
- - - ~
x 6
r t c o u n t )
27"8 
2 79
1-
2~so —
'Ci 
”C. □
.;. Z 5J
2~'c4 
£"35 
2^36 
2 ~E ~ 
2"S8 
2789
3-
procedure > n owenv< pntr env i 
begin
let i ~ c o u n t 
let ds :« env
while i > 0 and ds 'v=s nil do 
begin
:•? ds( defn.name > A'= APPLv do 
begin
output O. t H"
a h o w < d s ’ d e t n. n a m e ) >
output o. f , “• = “
ahow< ds its de-Fn > 
i : = i - 1
rnssPonic ) »
~ -4
7 ~'U? 7 
2 f 2
a s
TC -------
2^37 —
7'•CO---
£3C3 
7 0 ; 4
_ _ . j.-x :. •. . 
7 " 3
■Z~':2 ?
2£‘iS
2303 3 
a i a. c i v
71 '«•«' it fX-
23'. 4 
0/- •*<74 Q i. %.•
a n d
- d s < next, defn .
end
output a. f » !' ' n . 'n
procedure f u n c t i o n id pntr t bool brackets 
begin
procedure equivC pntr object , definition -> bool >
! abject is a closure which we are comparing with definition in env 
if definition is suspended and definition( its val ) is closure then
or ■act « definition* 11 s. v a 1 or is, same closure
begin
Let obj - object' fn dsf > ! map or trys
let dsf - befinition( its val , fn, def > * map or trys
□ b j ~ def or
obj is trys and def is trys and 
begin
is first clause for obj a clause of def ? 
let obj. first - obj< clauses , hd > 
let defs : ~ def ( clauses )
while defs A'= nil and obj. first defs( hd ) do 
defs ~ d e f s < 11 )
defs nil
endz:> o —
£5 * *7 -2 end
r £S — else f a1 se ! definiti or cannot be
~ 3 - —
74 .~u -- p r c 8 J u r a findi p-n t r obj , env ->
— - -17, 7., Jk 2- beg i n
~ 2 "’ 7 let env = env
«. " J 8 4 **" ~
•s. *3 - 0 — • ---
2 £27 —
.. - 1 1 e en.- - 11 and ’"eq/uiv obj , env its. def n ■' > do
snv - 5nv( next, de + n {
1 * env - nil t n e n nil
else env< defn name
end--.. Z. z. 4 “ C
2529 -- 
~ 3 Lj “ ~
2Z3i ---
■“■ O "?• -~' _ ._
! J u n ; 110 n. 1 d
■25 53 — 1 e t ran e = find { f , the env )
25 34 — ’ 1 f bra ck 8 tS d o output 0. f »♦ '» f> open top level
25 3 5 — i f n a m e "*ss nil then s h otu ( name )
2536 2- e 1 s e beg in
25 3" — 1 e t f e n v — f < f n. e n v >
23 35 -~
0 s? ~ —~ .■
2340 3-
Z£4':---
25 42 —
2543 —
2544 4-
J ~ ~ X _
25-4 -- 
25;:‘" -~ 
aT t. 4 S “4
2549 —3
2550 ~2
2351 -- 
~ Z ~ — 1
ans
end
25t4 -- 
2555 — 
7 - = ~ —
let name = f 1 n d ( f f. e n v )
if name A' = nil then shcu/< name )
else begin
' get partial mapping
let -ap » lookup( APPLY , f env )
if ap - nil then output 0 f » “Function id
else begin
function. id< ap( hd ) > -false ) 
output 0. f / “ "
show( ap( tl ? >
end
error
end
if brackets do 0utput ’ close top level only
’ main program
«. z. „■.
■' ——— ■ , — — -r r—------- ---- -----------------------
P
 F
 0
 Q
 T* 3
 .T! 
'
 j 3flR
 p i 1 @ a 
a* 
•> •*
f’i
:•!
i J 
43
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